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Reverend Thomas Goff (1772 -1844) property, propinquity and
Protestantism
Introduction
This study is concerned with the life of Reverend Thomas Goff (1772-1844) a
Church of Ireland minister, landowner and sometimes army chaplain. Goff was a
keen, if sometimes sporadic, diarist leaving nine volumes covering the years 1796
1

to 1844 and extending to more than 185,000 words. These diaries form the
main source for this study but various other sources both primary and secondary
are extant. The most important of these are copies of the three wills of Goff, his
2

father Robert Guff, and his brother, also Robert. In addition there are two boxes
of deeds and other documents in the National Archives of Ireland as part of the
Landed estates court archive;3 these are supplemented by a small number of
records in the Registry of Deeds in Dublin. His property in Oakport, County
Roscommon, then in possession of his son Thomas William, was offered for sale
by the Landed Estates Court in 1863, nearly twenty years after his death. Goff's
career as a clergyman and army chaplain can be followed in the parliamentary
papers. Newspapers can also be used to follow those aspects of his life along
with records of his charitable donations and his engagement with charity
sermons in aid of many causes. The various activities of his father and brother in
connection with the Roscommon grand jury and assizes can also be followed in
4

this way. In the tithe applotment books also in the National Archives of Ireland
Goff is mentioned as a tithe recipient in his parishes of Coolock (1810 - 1813) and
Tallaght (1813 - 1829) in County Dublin and his sinecured parish in County
Wexford. He also appears as a tithe payer in the various parishes in which he is a
landholder most notably in Counties Roscommon and Kilkenny.
The diaries give us a sustained picture of life in Ireland over a period of nearly
half a century albeit from a particular vantage point. His commentary provides
an insight into the thinking and attitudes of the dominant social class in Ireland
during the years leading up to the great Famine. Goff provides a critique on a
society which is about to be overwhelmed by that famine. The element of society
1

The dairies are held in the library of the Institute of Art, Design and Technology in Dun
Laoghaire, County Dublin (I.A.D.T.). Part of Goffs demesne at Carriglea Park now houses the
I.A.D.T. campus. His house is extant and still in use.
2
Reverend Thomas Goff and his brother styled themselves as Goff; their father and grandfather
were styled as Guff.
3
L.E.C., box 3758. The boxes contain 78 un-catalogued but numbered documents, many on
vellum, which are slightly smoke and heat damaged. The earliest is a lease from the duke of
Ormond for land in Knocktopher dated 1697.
4
In his younger days he was actively involved in relief work in his local St George's parish and
remained a member of poverty-relief committees for many years. See, for example, Goff diaries
I.A.D.T., 27 January 1801.
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of which he was a member would suffer economic hardships in the decades after
his death but, of course, this was of a different order of magnitude when
compared to the devastation which would be experienced by the peasantry over
whose livelihood they held sway. In many ways Goff's preoccupations as
evidenced in his writings are indicative of the preoccupations of his own class; a
class whose actions in the nineteenth century were, and continue to be, much
maligned and often with justification. Studying Goff's diaries allows us at least to
assay a more nuanced view of one member of that class; this in an attempt at
historical understanding rather than an exercise in rehabilitation; Goff would
have seen no need for that.
There is no doubt that Goff was a very rich man and he enjoyed all the trappings
of that wealth; and not just the benefits of being able to maintain several homes,
servants and long trips to England and Wales but also the benefits of education,
a large private library and even old-masters paintings. In his will Goff left very
large sums of money and parcels of land to his children. His daughter, Theodosia,
5

for example, was left £15,000 in gilt-edged stocks. Until his marriage in 1826,
aged 54 to Anne Caulfeild, he lived in one the largest houses in the then
fashionable Eccles St. just a few minute's walk from Sackville Street (now
O'Connell Street) in the centre of Dublin. Subsequent to his marriage he bought a
house and sixty acre demesne at Carriglea near Kingstown (now Dun Laoghaire)
about ten kilometres south of the city, in which the couple raised their family of
one girl and six boys and where they spent most of their remaining years.
The fact that Goff had triple careers so to speak as landowner, clergyman and
army chaplain offers particularly rich insights into the doings of both Irish and
British society during the period. The scope of his observations is widened by the
fact that his holdings were relatively dispersed geographically which ensured
that he had to travel quite widely and regularly on business from Dublin to
Roscommon, Kilkenny and Wexford. He also records several trips to England and
Wales for the purpose of pleasure and in order to visit family. Indeed while he
may have appeared to be provincial in London, at home in Ireland and most
especially when in Roscommon he must have seemed a most learned and
cosmopolitan figure.
Although the diaries span almost fifty years and unsurprisingly contain much
quotidian detail as to the state of the weather etc., they are rarely dull and are
only repetitive in their reaction to long running international and local political
events. For example Goff commented extensively on the careers of Napoleon
Bonaparte and Daniel O'Connell who took equal standing as betes noir in his
imagination. Equally he commented frequently on his attitude to Roman
5

This would conservatively convert to a sum well in excess of £1,000,000 at today's value.
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Catholicism and the position of Roman Catholics in Ireland, however, here there
is evidence of an amelioration of his views as time goes on and as he gets older his attitude matures as he matures. Naturally he comments on the leading
stories of the day from Robert Emmet's rebellion of which he was a peripheral
witness, to court and political intrigue in London, about which he read in the
journals, to the continuing social unrest in Ireland which was one of his primary
concerns and the main source of his insecurity. His interests can only be
described as eclectic and he commented widely on politics, history, society and
the intricacies of theological debate amongst many other subjects.
Having such extensive material available it is necessary to concentrate on
particular aspects of the man and his times. To this end three interlacing subjects
will be given particular attention, namely property, propinquity and religion. Two
of these themes will be dealt with in separate chapters while the importance of
propinquity, Goff's making and exploiting of kinship and societal bonds, will also
be highlighted.
6

Looking firstly at property; in the Elphin census of 1749, Reverend Goff's
grandfather, Thomas Guff, is enumerated as a shopkeeper in Roscommon town,
he is mentioned in a deed of 1778 as owning some properties in that town with
Thomas Goff (the future Reverend Goff) and his father named in the deed.

7

However, in the early part of the nineteenth century the Gaffs led by Reverend
Goffs father embarked on a flurry of property buying through several counties in
the Irish midlands, from the marginal lands of counties of Roscommon and
Galway to the rich lands of County Meath and in the Knocktopher area of County
Kilkenny. Parallel to this acquisition of property was a careful fostering of social
position which included favourable marriage alliances and the maintenance of
business and social relations within a narrow range of people. This is propinquity
- the maintenance of the social group of the family and their associates. The
construction of a family tree with Reverend Goff as the focal point illustrates
how closely the family group overlaps with the social, business, and local political
8

groupings. It is clear that the family has intermarried with 'big house' families in
the vicinity and also that many names on the tree match those on the County
9

Roscommon grand jury panel for 1828. Goff was pivotal to this, far from trivial
6

Marie-Louise Legg, The census of Efphin 1749 (Dublin, 2004), p.151. Religious census of the
diocese of Elphin, 1749, NAI, M2466. Thomas Guff is listed as having two children under the age
of fourteen (probably Robert Guff and his sister Meliora - later Thompson) and one male and two
female 'papist' servants.
7
Registry of Deeds, Dublin. vol. 425, p.l Memorial Number 274874. All three are here names as
Guff see note 2 above.
8
Appendix la and b. Family tree of Reverend Thomas Goff.
9
Isaac Weld, Statistical survey of the county of Roscommon (Dublin, 1832). p. 651. Ten of the
forty-two panel members listed are related to the Goffs including his brother and his brother's
father-in-law. Several others were involved in property dealings with the Goff family.
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process, of the conversion of wealth into improved social standing, prestige and
closeness to power. It is evident from his writing that Goff had a difficult
relationship with his father but on the death of the latter it is clear that Goff took
over as the engine of that transformation from shop keepers in Roscommon to
the amassing of wealth and influence and even marriage into minor royalty.
And finally religion; it is interesting that Goff, as the elder son, should have been
the one not only to enter Trinity College, Dublin but also to have taken holy
orders. His younger brother Robert, who apparently did not enter the university,
was evidently closer to their father both in temperament and in outlook; both
would appear to have approximated to the 'practical, men of business'
stereotype. Goff on the other hand was more bookish and cerebral. At various
times he became particularly exercised by the 'tithe question' and the move
toward disestablishment of the Church of Ireland. If anything these were more
important to him than the issue of Catholic Emancipation and Repeal. Doctrinal
questions are very important to him not just in relation to the Roman Catholic
Church but also with regard to dissenting groups - he is particularly scathing of
Arianism and Unitarianism in all its forms. The controversial dictum of
Archbishop Magee that the established church was a bastion against on the one
hand a church without a religion (Roman Catholicism) and a religion without a
church (Presbyterian ism) on the other would match Goff's view perfectly. This
did not detract from his ability to jockey for preferment and from positioning
himself most favourably with respect to those in power. For example, when his
cousin, Reverend Thomas Trocke, was killed by rebels on Vinegar Hill, County
Wexford during the rebellion of 1798 he lost no time in agitating for the cousin's
chaplaincy to be transferred to him, and on very favourable terms at that. As
self-serving as this may seem it subsequently emerges both from his expenditure
accounts contained within the diaries and from diary entries over many years
that he takes a strong paternal interest in the surviving children of his cousin and
invested both time and money in their education and upbringing. His comments
on that killing are indicative of the general sense of insecurity, even
embattlement, which is in evidence throughout his diary entries and may be
taken as representative of the mood of his social class through that period and
beyond.
The diaries give an insight into Goff as a person; allowing access not just to his
attitudes to the important matters of the day but enabling us to see him as a
family man with a deep and sincerely held Protestant faith. He was pained when
his wife suffers a miscarriage and he had to draw on deep reserves of faith on
the death of two of his sons in infancy. Defying the popular image of the early
nineteenth century gentleman he was present 'holding my wife', in his sixtieth

4

year, at the birth of his son, Robert, the first of his children to be born at
. Iea.10
Camg
He was a scholar, bibliophile and linguist, describing his reading of the New
Testament, Ovid and Plato in Greek. He was a member of the economy
committee of the RDS for sixteen years and also a member of the polite
literature committee of the RIA.

11

There are constant long-suffering references in

the early diaries to his being taken away from study and reading, at the behest of
his father, so that he can assist with property dealings and related family
matters. But while numerous references are made to his reading in French,
Italian, Spanish, and both Latin and Greek, he makes no reference whatsoever to
the Irish language to which he must have been exposed on a regular basis on his
trips to Roscommon. For although it is clear from his writing that he regarded
himself as a patriotic Irishman, his was an alternative brand of lrishness to that of
the popular imagination.
Secondary sources:
Because Goff was such an avid reader it is possible to ascertain not only what he
was reading and when but also get his views on these books. Many of these
works are theological in nature, for example he devotes a long passage in his
diary to Magee's work on atonement. 12 Equally, he notes that he read with
approval le Mesurier's 1808 work on schism, as soon as it had been published.

13

Other works of this nature are alluded to in some more detail in chapter three.
As will be noted later many of the accounts by travellers written at this time
were written from a particular agenda. With this proviso in mind these 'tales' can
still be useful in any attempt to determine what conditions prevailed in Ireland.
Goff read widely, including works on the state of Ireland. In this way we get an
insight as to the shaping of his attitudes. Inglis' Journey through Ireland, 1834, is
useful not only for the (almost wholly unattractive) picture he painted of all
strata of Irish society but also from the fact that we know Reverend Goff had
read it immediately after its publication.

10
11

14

Equally revealing are the reports of

Goff diaries 1.A.D.T., 10 April 1831.
Royal Dublin Society, Database of past members,

http://www.rds.ie/cat_historic_ members.jsp_ name=goff. Accessed 16 February 2013. He was
elected as a member for life oft he Royal Irish Academy and of the Royal Dublin Society as well as
being a member of other learned societies and committees.
12
William Magee, Discourses on the scriptural doctrines of atonement and sacrifice (London,
1801). Goff diaries, I.A.D.T., 16 January 1803.
13
Thomas le Mesurier, The nature and guilt of schism considered (London, 1808). Goff diaries
I.A.D.T., 23 December 1808.
14
Henry D. Inglis, Ireland in 1834, a journey throughout Ireland during the spring, summer and
autumn of 1834 {London, 1834).
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15

Noel, 1837 and Foster, 1847.

16

All three of the above, while showing sympathy

for the plight of the poor, are unfailingly critical of Irish landowners.
Other works help to set his world in context. Of importance is the Statistical

survey of the County of Roscommon in 1832 by Issac Weld. 17 The work provides a
survey of that county; its topography, agricultural organisation and crops,
conditions of the peasantry, wages and religion. But as well as the general, Weld
is strong on particulars, confining himself neither to the rich nor the poor he
attempts to provide a view of a cross section of that intensely stratified and
polarised society.
Five years later Lewis painted a picture of the whole island in broader strokes. 18
He was strong on certain details, for example when he enumerated the numbers
of children attending 'public' versus those in 'private' schools less than a decade
following the introduction on the national school system. However, the work is
cautious and never inclined to be controversial; the 'poor' are only mentioned as
recipients of beneficence from the better-off. Lewis described the parish of
Roscommon thus: 'the land is of good quality and generally in a state of
profitable cultivation, and the neighbourhood is rich in agricultural produce'. He
also mentioned the Goff estate at Carrowroe, in that parish and gave a brief
description of the house, 'a substantial and handsome mansion of limestone,
with a doric portico in front, situated in a highly improved and richly wooded
demesne'.

19

However, as Lewis was based in London, it is unlikely that he visited

the estate and it is more than likely that the words were penned by a local
'correspondent', possibly even by the Goff's themselves.
ln moving from the descriptive (if invariably biased) accounts of the Ireland in
which Goff lived to the nuanced view taken by modern historians Connolly
provides a valuable link.

20

He gives an overview of those writers with 'nationalist

sympathies' such as George O'Brien and Daniel Corkery whose interpretation of
Irish history became the standard view. He is careful to question, not the
evidence on which such observers drew, but their interpretation of that
15

B. W. Noel, Notes on a short tour through the midland counties of Ireland in the summer of
1836, observations on the conditions of the peasantry (London, 1837).
16
Thomas Campbell Foster, letters on the condition of the people of Ireland (London, 1847).
17
Isaac Weld, Statistical survey of the county of Roscommon (Dublin, 1832). An Isaac Weld
(probably the father of the Statistical survey author) had been a witness to the deed of purchase
for land in county Kilkenny which Robert Guff signed in May 1802.
Samuel Lewis, A topographical dictionary of Ireland (3 vols., London, 1837). Both Reverend
Goff, with twin addresses at Carriglea and Eccles Street, and his brother Robert of Carrow-park,
Roscommon were listed as subscribers to this work.
19
Ibid., ii, p. 526.

18

20

S.J. Connolly, 'Eighteenth-century Ireland, colony or ancien regime?' in Boyce, D. G. and A.
O'Day (eds.) The making of modern Ireland, revisionism and the revisionist controversy (London,
1996), pp 15-33.

6

evidence. He also suggests reason why this traditional interpretation was so
enduring. He commends the work of L. M. Cullen and J. C. Beckett and the
'commencement of serious work on a subject that had previously been very
largely neglected'.

21

He also underlines the importance of the introduction of

new conceptual tools of interpretation, such as that of E. P. Thompson's 'moral
economy', to the field.
Amongst modern writers R.F. Foster provides a cogent and concise overview of
the period from what he terms the 'long' Irish eighteenth century to the middle
of the nineteenth century.

22

He outlines the political and religious parameters

which characterised Ireland at that time but he also locates Ireland in the wider
context of the British Islands and in that of the wider world. He is clear also on
the circumstances which led to the enactment of act of union and on the factors
leading to the rise of O'Connell and the Catholic Association. His short outline of
O'Connell's career is more helpful than some of the extended biographies. While
he enumerates the problems prevalent in the years before the Famine; the land
question, agrarian unrest and overpopulation, he does not, however, go into any
depth or analysis in his account of the Famine itself, which he deals with in less
than three hundred words.
Kelly's account of Henry Grattan is a very useful introduction to a complex
personality.

23

Reverend Goff was much impressed by Grattan' s efforts in 1800 in

the Irish House of Commons to stave off the union.

24

In an attempt to

understand Reverend Goff and his cohort it is important to make an attempt to
understand their mindset; two books were invaluable in this.

6 Siochru's work on

Cromwell helped to elucidate the atavistic fear which Reverend Goff displays
towards Roman Catholics. 25 It is worth remarking that Goff's wife, Anne
Caulfeild, was of the same family as Sir Toby Caulfeild, whose imprisonment (he
later died in captivity) was the first act of the 1641 rebellion and that the
rebellion was temporally as close to Goff in his youth as the Famine is to us now.
Equally useful in this regards is Kelly's work on Sir Richard Musgrave which
emphases just how real the 'popish threat' appeared to ordinary Protestants in
26

Ireland at that time. Again, we are aware that Goff had read Musgrave's
27

'Memoirs' on their first publication.

Interestingly Goff, while having no doubt as

to the veracity of the contents, was equivocal as to the wisdom of their

21

Connolly, Eighteenth century Ireland, p.25
R.F. Foster, 'Ascendancy and Union', in R.F. Fost er (ed.), The Oxford illustrated history of Ireland
(Oxford, 1989), pp 161-211.
23
James Kelly, Henry Grattan (Dublin, 1993}.
24
Goff diaries I.A.D.T., 18 January 1800.
25
Micheal 6 Siochru, God's executioner (London, 2008).
26
James Kelly, Sir Richard Musgrave, 1746 - 1818 (Dublin, 2009).
27
Sir Richard Musgrave , Memoirs of the different rebellions in Ireland..., (2 vols., Dublin, 1802).
22
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publication, he feared they might have a 'tendency to keep animosities alive that
28

would be better devoted to oblivion'.

Ultimately, though he was in favour of

publication 'as a treasury from whence the most useful lessons may be
extracted'. 29
Reverend Goff originated in County Roscommon and, although he spent almost
all of his adult life outside the county, it still had an economic and social
importance to him. Several works are important in attempting to understand
Goff in this milieu. Huggins gives a detailed account of agrarian unrest in the
county and examines the concept of 'moral economy' and how it might 'relate to
30

the evidence of social conflict in pre-famine County Roscommon' .

In her work on agrarian unrest in County Roscommon in the decade prior to the
Famine, Anne Coleman gives an overview of land use and the pressure on land.
She is particularly enlightening on the workings and effects of the conacre
system of which she notes, 'The poor were competing with one another for a
scarce resource.'31She also contrasts the attitude of the grazier to that the
smallholder regarding land; to the former land was a commodity, 'whereas to
the poor man it was life itself'.

32

While stressing that Roscommon was not the

most disordered county in Ireland she describes the almost total collapse in the
rule of law at that time. Part of the solution to this widespread disorder in
Ireland was the seemingly endless introduction or proposed introduction of
emergency legislation by the government in Westminster. Crossman provides a
good overview of this legislation, while noting that Ireland was ruled under
33

ordinary law for only five years of the first half of the nineteenth century.

In attempting to make sense of the interplay of religion and politics in Reverend
Goff's world and on the views of what might be termed ordinary Protestants the
work of Hill has proved invaluable.

34

Hill made it imperative to attempt a

categorisation of Goff's political allegiance and her work provided a platform
with which to interpret and interrogate his writing. Equally, in trying to
understand the actions of his brother, Robert Goff, Blackstock's work on the
28

29

Goff diaries t.A.D.T., 10 March 1801
Ibid.

30

Michael Huggins, Social conflict in pre-Famine Ireland, the case of County Roscommon (Dublin,
2007).
31
Anne Coleman, Riotous Roscommon, social unrest in the 1840s (Maynooth, 1999) p.19.
32
Ibid.
33
Virginia Crossman, 'Emergency legislation and agrarian disorder in Ireland', 1821 - 41, in Irish
Historical Studies, 27, 108 (1991), pp 309-23.
34
Jacqueline R. Hill, From patriots to unionists: Dublin Civic Politics and Irish Protestant
patriotism, 1660-1840 (Oxford, 1997).
Jacqueline Hill, 'Dublin after the union: the age of the ultra-Protestants, 1801-22' in Brown, M .,
P.M. Geoghegan and J. Kelly (eds.) The Irish Act of Union: bicentennial essays (Dublin, 2003), pp
145-56.
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Brunswick clubs and on loyalism in Ireland has been most revealing.

35

In a sense

the brothers represent two sides of the same coin, in that while they differed in
the expression of their ultra-Protestantism they shared in a fundamental belief in
the righteousness of their cause. Whelan provides an analysis of the causes and
effects of the tensions which existed between the different Christian
denominations in Ireland. She also is particularly insightful on the background to
the famous charge of archbishop Magee.

36

The Anglican Church was formed as a result of the Reformation but, of course, it
has far deeper roots than that. The administrative structures of the Church of
Ireland are, consequently, both intricate and arcane. In his work on the records
of that Church, Refausse provides a succinct introduction to the organisation of
37

that body.

The methodology of Reilly in using personal diaries (surely the most 'local' of all
sources), to throw light on issues of national importance has been most helpful.

38

In his diaries Reverend Goff expressed many concerns and exposed his many
anxieties. To a remarkable extent they resembled those of his fellow episcopal
Protestants in Ireland. In analysing his writing it is hoped that some extra light
can be thrown onto the complexity of the lives and attitudes of ordinary Irish
Protestants and in some small way contribute to what 6 Tuathaigh called a richer
39

historiography of the pre-Famine period.

Figure 2. Number 55 (now 59) Eccles Street, Dublin.

35

Blackstock, Allan, Loyalism in Ireland 1789-1829 (Rochester, New York, 2007).

36

Irene Whelan, The bible war in Ireland: the 'Second Reformation' and the polarization of
Protestant-Catholic relations, 1800-1840 {Dublin, 2005).
Irene Whelan, 'The sermon and political controversy in Ireland, 1800 - 1850' in, Francis, K. A. and
W. Gibson (eds.) The Oxford handbook of the British sermon 1689-1901 (Oxford, 2012), pp 16982.
37

Raymond Refausse, Church of Ireland records (Dublin, 2000).
Ciaran Reilly, John Joseph Joly and the Great Famine in King's County (Dublin, 2012).
39
Gear6id 6 Tuathaigh, 'Political history', in Geary, L.M. and M. Kelleher (eds.)
Nineteenth century Ireland: a guide to recent research (Dublin, 2005), p. 25.
38

9

Figure 3. Carriglea 'a pleasant well planted Demesne, with a tolerably good &

roomy house, & I trust I shall find it agreeable & salubrious to the health of my
wife & children & myself' 21.8.1830

Figure 4. First edition Ordnance Survey (1866), 6" map, County Dublin (sheet 23 10). Reverend Goff's demesne of circa sixty acres at Carriglea, 'near Kingstown',
County Dublin. The outline of the house is indicated to the left of the word
'Carriglea'. The shading shows the extent of the current IADT campus. The house
and part of the orchard are still extant.

10

Chapter 1
Reverend Thomas Goff and his world
The Reverend Thomas Goff (1772-1844) was a landlord in early nineteenth
century Ireland. He and his family had extensive estates in Counties Roscommon
and Kilkenny and smaller holdings in Longford, Meath, Westmeath, Sligo and
Galway. He lived in a large house on Eccles Street in Dublin and owned a compact
demesne of about sixty acres at Kill o' the Grange in south county Dublin. His
residence in Dublin, remote from his estates, and the fact that he undertook
extended tours through England would certainly qualify him as an absentee
landlord. The families of his wife and his brother's wife (the women were first
cousins) were also land owners. It is also true that Goff acted at times as a land
agent for some of his neighbours. Certainly a number of his tenants were evicted
from their holdings and he describes matter-of-factly his personal involvement in
one of these ejectments.

40

He was, of course, a minister of the established

church; in simple terms a Protestant; further he was the holder of a sinecure in
County Wexford; a sometimes absentee rector to his parish in Tallaght (for which
he received the tithes) frequently leaving his duties in the hands of his curate;
and an army chaplain (purchasing his cousin's preferment upon the latter's death
on Vinegar Hill in 1798). He was inherently suspicious of Roman Catholicism and
mined a deep seam of disapproval for the 'arch demagogue' Daniel O'Connell.
To many ordinary Irish people, let alone traditional nationalists, the above might
appear to be a list of accusations, even of self-evident crimes. In the Irish
nationalist mythology he would stand convicted as the worst of all men.
Reverend Goff would be far more likely to perceive the list as simply an
enumeration (if somewhat indelicately phrased) of a portion of his many
attributes. In his own terms Goff would have seen himself as a patriotic Irishman.
To succumb to the simplicity of these labels of 'inherited hate' would be to miss
an opportunity to explore the complexity of the man and of his times. Using
Brendan Kennelly as our guide it would be wise to substitute 'the uncertainties of
41

altruistic exploration for the certainties of inherited hate' . It would be
interesting to 'restore the spirit of investigative uncertainty' to the case of Rev.
Thomas Goff in an effort to interpret and to understand; to analyse and evaluate
rather than to judge; the diaries will be used as a window into the times in which
he lived; not in an attempt to restore his character (he would see absolutely no
need for such rehabilitation). Writing of more recent, although by no means
unconnected, contentions in Ireland Edward Madigan speaks of the benefits of

40

41

Goff diaries l.A.D.T., 22 May 1806.
Brendan Kennelly, The Book of Judas {Newcastle upon Tyne, 1991), p.9.
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such analysis in that we might 'emerge with a richer understanding' by taking a
42

'valuable opportunity to engage with our past openly and creatively' .

Before looking at Goff in the round it would be illuminating to explore the tainted
label of landlord and to a lesser extent that of tithe recipient as used in the
nineteenth century and as understood up to the present day. The nationalist
view of the situation in the nineteenth century is encapsulated in a work of the
early twentieth century; in enumerating the sources of revenue of the 'state
church' R. B. O'Brien includes a telling statement:
The vast majority of tithe payers were, of course, Catholics. Thus, the
unfortunate Irish peasant, in addition to supporting the religion in which he
believed, was obliged to pay rents to 'absentee' landlords, and tithes to the
ministers of an 'alien' church.43
O'Brien regarded rents and tithes as the twin pillars of inequity and repression
foisted on the peasantry by an illegitimate and alien system.
In his book on the agrarian unrest in the south of Ireland in the early 1820s
James Donnelly similarly identifies two major contributing factors to that
episode, firstly, 'the issue of tithes' and secondly 'the issue of rents'. Indeed
regarding tithes he states that 'overall this grievance was the most salient of
44

those pressed by the agrarian rebels of 1821-24'.

later in seeking to put 'the

innumerable conflicts about rent' in context Donnelly stresses the importance of
what he terms the 'central complexities of the land system in pre-famine
lreland'.

45

Donnelly describes the tenurial ladder thus:

In between the proprietor of the land at the top of the rural hierarchy and the
occupying tenant or cottier near the bottom were typically a series of
middlemen. It was not uncommon to find from three to five layers of
landholders of some kind between the highest and lowest rungs. 46
The 'gentry' middlemen would typically sub-let their holding so that, while owing
rent to the proprietor they also collected rent from those on the rung below
themselves in what amounted to a pyramid of rent collection.
Numerous contemporaneous and near contemporaneous descriptions exist of
the state of Ireland in the early to mid nineteenth century, for example travellers'
42

Edward Madigan, ' Introduction', in John Horne & Edward Madigan (eds.), Towards
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accounts, memoirs and newspaper articles as well as histories both academic
and popular. As a central personality in the rural social hierarchy the figure of the
landlord looms large in all of these descriptions. The report of the Devon inquiry
also contains interesting perspectives on landlords. 47 Remembering that all of
the commission members were themselves landowners and that a large
proportion of those interviewed by the commission were also landlords it might
seem somewhat surprising that the report was so explicitly critical of the
organisation of the land system in Ireland supporting as it did the 'emerging
contemporary belief that Irish rural poverty and low agricultural productivity
were primarily the result of an oppressive land system.' For example under the
heading of improvements it was noted that what passed as 'improvements' in
Ireland, fencing inter alia, would be 'necessary adjuncts' of a farm in England or
48

Scotland.

In a sense the blame is again laid at the door of the incompetent

landlords.
Many popular accounts of Ireland were produced by travellers, these were
predominantly from England and were frequently journalists writing with a
particular political or social slant. Of course, they also displayed their own
prejudices: often of the inferiority of all things Irish. One of the leading travel
writers of his day, Henry D. Inglis, conducted an extensive tour through Ireland in
1834. He frequently adopted a mocking tone toward the character defects of the
peasantry but at t imes he was equally scathing in his criticism of both Irish
landlords and middle-men; for example he described the resident landlords of
Longford as 'with few exceptions, an unimproving race'.

49

In many counties he

reiterates his lament on the ignorance of landlords; typical of such is his remark
again concerning County Longford: 'I have generally found the landowners
50

extremely ignorant of the real conditions of the poor' .

He was dismissive of the

backwardness of native agricultural practices observing 'a lamentable want of
good husbandry' in that stubble is burned and crops ar e not rotated.

51

However,

he does display some sympathy more especially to the dreadful living conditions

47
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of the mass of Irish people. Beginning with his dedication he claims that 'the
people of Ireland are oppressed by some, deluded by others and neglected by
all'. s2
Two years later B.W. Noel, the evangelical Church of England (later Baptist)
clergyman, was equally contemptuous of the Irish landowners; noting that he
'regretted to find among them so little sympathy with the condition of the
53

poor'.

However, he was aware of the complexity ofthe situation in which they

found themselves; he commented on the bind in which landowners were placed,
'if a landlord of Ireland does not oppress, he must have more virtue than is
generally found amongst men'.

54

Writing a decade after Noel, in 1847, just as the

Great Famine was reaching its height, another English author, T.C. Foster,
reporting for The Times, shared in this sense of hopelessness. He noted that the
practice of sub-letting had the facility to bring ruin to the tenants yet also that
any efforts by the landowner to prevent this practice would render that landlord
55

most unpopular.

He was not alone in being surprised at the lack of strong

vertical links between the social strata of rural life, as he had experienced in
England, noting that there is 'no tie generally between [the poor] and those
56

above them ... they are neglected and despised ... and find no sympathy' .

Irish memoirists of the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries were
inclined to impose a nationalist narrative on the events and motivations which
occurred during the Great Famine and the decades leading up to it. Those writing
from a nationalist perspective would portray this complex situation in stark black
and white terms; drawing a contrast between the Gael and the Gall. While
57

authors from this viewpoint may have differed in detail they were all 'situated
on the same analytical continuum that allowed no source of conflict other than
the struggle between the native Gael and the foreign oppressor'.

58

Influential in

this style were John Mitchel in his Jail journal published in 1854, who refers to an
'alien and hostile class of landlords'

59

and in the early twentieth century Daniel

Corkery who famously contrasted the 'wine-flushed revelry of the alien gentry,
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the hunting, the dancing, the drinking, the gambling, the duelling' with that of
the Gaelic Catholic peasant culture. 60
Indeed, 6 Tuathaigh contends that 'ideology has loomed large in many of these
61

publications'.

This form of polarised argument still exists and may be revealed
62

not just in numerous articles on the internet but is also evident in works of
scholarship; Tim Pat Coogan's recent book on the Famine has as its premise the
view that the British government engaged in a deliberate policy of genocide
toward the Irish peasantry, an assessment with which Mitchel would, no doubt,
have fully agreed.

63

And Ciaran Reilly, while advocating the fuller examination of

the issue of culpability for the Famine

64

is critical of landlords who had the

temerity go on honeymoon and engage in music and dancing while the Famine
continued. Austin Bourke

65

asks us to place government action during the Famine

in the context of the 'prevailing economic tenets of the day' and reminds us that
the view that 'private enterprise was sacrosanct was held with all the conviction
of religious dogma'. Bourke is mindful of the suspicion with which the welfare
state concept is held in many jurisdictions up to the present day; remembering
this we might be less censorious of the actions of individuals whose world views
differ from our own.
Latterly scholars have taken a more nuanced view or what might be referred to,
sometimes pejoratively, as a revisionist approach. L.M. Cullen for example
explored the importance of economic factors, specifically economic growth, in
the eighteenth century in Ireland; this is in contrast to the traditional view of
near universal rural and urban poverty in lreland.

66

The term landlord or landowner has a very broad meaning. It can encompass
those with a few hundred acres to those with thousands or even tens of
thousands of acres. From those who dealt directly with their tenants to those
with multiple layers of intermediaries between the ultimate owner and those
who actually worked the land. In the main landlords saw their estates only as a
60
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source of income and many had no active involvement in the farming of their
land. Regarding the case in hand, and as will be seen in the next chapter, the
Goffs were demonstrably involved in their estates in Roscommon while they
appeared to visit Kilkenny only in order to receive the rents. And while the
landlords were overwhelmingly Protestant it has to be recognised that those to
whom the peasant owed the rent were in a large number of cases Roman
Catholic. For the middlemen frequently belonged to the 'underground' gentrythe remnants of the Old Catholic chieftain families. Consequently those carrying
out ejectments were, in many cases, of the same religion as those being evicted.
The opprobrium regarding landlords exhibited by the Devon report and by the
travel writers above (all of whom were prominent campaigners in one form or
another in England) was likely to influence negatively the attitudes of those in
power in London to the organisation of the land system in Ireland. Even allowing
for the bias of some of these commentators much evidence was available that a
crisis was looming and, perhaps, inevitable in Irish agriculture. And while the
livelihoods of many landlords depended on that unsustainable system it was the
very lives of the lowest stratum of their tenants that were in danger. But instead
of a gradual disintegration the system was overwhelmed by the disaster that was
the Great Famine. In a sense opinion in London was already predisposed to the
decision that the most obvious 'solution' to the problems with the Irish land
system would be reorganisation within the constructs of a sensible businessmodel of land management adhering to the principles of laissez faire . Some of
the difficulties facing landlords and impacting directly on the livelihoods of
tenants are explored below.

J. C. Beckett argues that the reluctance of landlords to improve their estates
contributed directly to their indebtedness and also to their low standing with
politicians. He was of the view that 'Irish landlords were, as a body, too poor, too
incompetent, too selfish, to initiate any general improvements themselves'.

67

Why were improvements necessary and what did they consist?
Many advocated the ending of sub-division 'that traditional curse of Ireland, the
subdivision of farms between the sons of each family',

68

thereby increasing the

holdings of some tenants and consequently necessitating the eviction of others.
Alternatively a move to grazing could occur: this would decrease the availability
of employment; this would also result in the ejectment of tenants. Crucially, it
would further lead to the decrease in availability of con acre, the means by which
tenants could feed their families and the few animals they might have.

67
68

J.C. Beckett, The making of modern Ireland 1603-1923 (London, 1981), p.352.
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The introduction of more modern agricultural practices, for example the simple
twin expedients of rotating crops (and eliminating the exhaustion of land by the
burning of stubble) and fertilising the land with the use of manure - because
peasants could not afford manure and often had no alternative to the burning of
stubble improvement would mean recruiting tenants who could afford to rotate.
This in turn would directly lead to the ejectment of the incumbent tenants. It is
interesting to note contrary to the practices in England that Irish landlords did
not include clauses in their leases requiring those taking the lease to practice
good husbandry on their lands.
It is clear that many landlords saw their estates as a resource to be exploited
rather than as a business to be nurtured. This is evidenced by the paltry level of
reinvestment in estates of barely 5% from rental income.

69

It must be kept in

mind that where middlemen were involved any re-investment was unlikely to
result in increased revenue to the investing landlord as increased rental income
would go to the middlemen and not to the head landlord.
Apart from the social consequences of improvement there were also financial
considerations. By the early part of the nineteenth century many landlords were
in dire financial straits. Donnelly reports that even before 1845 over 900 Irish
70

estates were already under the control of the court of chancery .

Another

estimate quoted by Dooley is that '1,322 estates with a combined rental of
£904,000, the property of bankrupt landowners, were under the control of the
courts of chancery and exchequer by 1844'.

71

Taking Dooley's stated figure of
72

between 8,000 and 10,000 landed proprietors in 1804 this would mean that a
good deal more than ten percent of landowners were bankrupt even before the
Famine. Elsewhere Dooley notes the figure for property under the control of the
courts of equity had, by 1849, risen to £2 million out of a total national rental of
£13 million.

73

Many landlords who had borrowed at high interest rates during the Napoleonic
wars now found it difficult to pay off loans as economic depression set in after
59
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1815. If many of the difficulties which beset landlords were beyond their control,
at least some of the indebtedness could be laid squarely on their shoulders. For
many had borrowed to fund extravagant building projects, social lives and
gambling habits. While not all lived up to Corkery's unflattering description many
certainly did. Terence Dooley gives examples of the high level of landlord
borrowing, due not only to the big-house building boom of the Georgian period
but also to the extravagant lifestyles of many landlords. 74
Donnelly criticises the 'widespread tack of adjustment to economic realities'
arising from the depression which followed the ending of the Napoleonic-wars.
He quotes from an article in the Dublin Evening Post of 1819 which predicted that
the steep decline in corn and livestock prices would teach landowners 'a lesson
which they can never forget';
inclined to heed

75

a warning it seems that landlords were little

Undoubtedly the decisive factor which threatened the viability of the Irish
agricultural system was that of overpopulation. The population of Ireland grew
from an estimated 2.5 million in the mid-eighteenth century to 8.2 million in the
1841 census. The bulk of this increase was amongst the poorest sections of
society. Donnelly, in paraphrasing the work of Lee, states that across the
'depressingly broad base of the social pyramid' were about 1.3 million peasants
and labourers.

76

Of these perhaps as many as one million had holdings of one

acre or less. Annually these poor peasants would hire conacre in order to feed
their families. Either paying in advance in the hope of a good crop, too often a
vain hope; for a peasant already on the margin of starvation this could literally be
fatal to himself and his family. Similarly if the person had let the conacre with a
view to payment from the crop which subsequently failed this would lead to
starvation and indebtedness.
In considering the above Beckett's words ring true: the landlords were
incompetent - they saw their estates as a source of income not as a resource to
be husbanded, they were poor - because their tenants were poor and they didn't
know how to improve their lot, they were selfish - they over-borrowed on the
strength of assets which could not support such borrowing. They were an
intrinsic, perhaps pivotal part, of a system over which they had little control and
probably little understanding. There is evidence of a certain level of suicide
amongst them. While they, as a class, were far from blameless many of them
paid for their faults and fecklessness with the loss of their estates and livelihood
although rarely with their lives as did their tenants in such huge numbers.
74
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As rector of t he parish of Tallaght, Goff was the recipient of tithes, that is,
payment in money in lieu of a proportion of certain produce of the land which
had traditionally been paid in kind.

77

He was the beneficiary of 'a hotchpotch

tithe system, drawn from canon, common and statute law78 . All of his
parishioners, even those not of his church, were liable to pay his tithes.
The following chapters will examine the life of Rev. Thomas Goff, most especially
as a property owner, as seen through his own eyes and without as John Horne
wisely advises 'editing out the awkward bits' .79 Goff is examined in his own terms
and, knowing that the past is fundamentally different from the present, this will
be done for the merits of doing so and not as an admonition or for the purpose
of a lesson.
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Chapter 2
All that and those, wealth and property
The will of the Reverend Thomas Goff dated July 1841, with a codicil of
November 1841 (to make provision for his lately arrived youngest son), may be
seen as the culmination of the wealth and property ofthe Goff family. 80 Some
attempt will be made to 'follow the money' from the beginning with his
grandfather Thomas Guff, his father Robert senior, his brother Robert junior and
continuing to his children and grandchildren.
According to the terms of Robert senior's will the larger portion of his wealth had
been left to his younger son Robert and the remainder to Thomas; however, as
Robert junior was childless on his death in 1838, the bulk of this wealth in turn
passed to the elder son Thomas. Consequently in 1841 Goff bequeathed land
amounting to several thousand acres in eight counties along with at least four
81

substantial houses.

He also had at his disposal over £50,000 in bank stock alone

(£15,000 in the Bank of England and the remainder in the Bank of Ireland}. It can
be surmised from the diaries that investment in these stocks had been made
many years previously and so their worth, some at three percent and consols at
three and a half percent interest, would have been very much more than the
face value. In the will mention is also made of his books and paintings. From his
constant reference in the diaries to reading and the amounts accounted for
spending on books on his travels it is surely safe to infer that he had a substantial
library.

82

Less obvious perhaps is the extent of his holdings in 'pictures', from an

earlier source we know that twenty years previous to the date of his will the
gallery in his Eccles St. home contained 'pictures by Murillo, Velasquez, Teniers,
Luini, Brughel, Ruysdael etc.' .83
It may also be posited that Goff's social position was safe. One of his executors
was the Reverend Thomas Trocke chaplain of the chapel royal in Brighton. Goff's
80
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children, far from being 'children of the rectory' with the humble connotations of
that phrase, were destined for high social position. His eldest son Thomas
William would later marry Dorothea FitzClarence, granddaughter of William IV,
Victoria's immediate predecessor on the throne. Her father, one of William's ten
illegitimate children with Mrs Jordan, became Victoria's chaplain. Goff's second
son Robert would serve briefly as M.P. for the constituency of Roscommon, and
a street in the county town is named after him. Although no mention is made in
his diaries Goff had also been granted arms. 84
Property & Wealth:

When the diaries open in 1796 Goff was already resident in a substantial threebay over basement house in Eccles Street, Dublin, but it is evident that members
of his family had strong ties with county Roscommon. 85 The earliest proven
reference to the paternal line of his family is in the 'Elphin Census' of 1749
wherein his grandfather, Robert Guff is listed as a shopkeeper and a Protestant
resident in Roscommon town.

86

Other Guffs are also mentioned, some of whom

were Roman Catholic. Both Thomas and his brother later changed their name to
Goff rather than Guff - perhaps this had something to do with differentiating
themselves from the Catholic Guffs or with aligning themselves with the then
well-established and influential Goff family of County Wexford to whom it would
appear they had no familial connection. It is uncertain if the family were old
Irish, old settlers or more recent settlers, no mention of lineage beyond his
grandparents on either his paternal or maternal side is made in the diaries. Goff's
mother was Sarah French, and while this was a typical surname from the vicinity
of Roscommon there is strong evidence that his parents were married in Dublin.
On entering Dublin University as a student in 1789 Thomas was listed as 'Goff (or
Guff)' and his father was named as Robert Guff from Roscommon with the
occupation of 'mercator' or merchant. In a land sale document of 1792 Robert
Guff was listed as a 'responsible tenant' to whom land is let 'near the town of
Roscommon'. He is noted as a tenant of Abby Town estate with a lease of 999
years from May 1784 and with an annual rent of £20. Interestingly Guff is
mentioned as the local person from whom particulars may be obtained.87 The
will of Thomas Guff of Roscommon town is cited for 1787.88
84
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The earliest available evidence of the family owning property is a deed dating
from 1778 for 'land at the end of Lady lane, Roscommon, late in the possession
of Thomas Guff, Merchant of Roscommon'. As is customary the lease is for three
lives, two of whom are Robert Guff, son of the above Thomas Guff and Robert's
son Thomas, the diarist. Thomas would have been four years old at that time. 89
Similarly a marriage settlement of 1821 (not involving the Goff family) makes
reference to 'a certain indenture of leases' dated 1785, for 'land etc.' at Church
Park, Athleague, County Roscommon, in which Robert Guff of Roscommon is one
part.

90

While previous references to similarly named persons can in found no

direct relationships can currently be proved. The house and estate at Carrowroe,
sometimes rather grandly referred to as the family seat, do not appear in Taylor
and Skinners map of 1778; the neighbouring estates of Martinstown and Mote
Park are shown. Neither is the estate named or delineated on Griffith's 1817 map
of southern Roscommon. However, from a diary entry of 1836 it would appear
that the house was built in the years between 1816 and 1820.91
Although his birth was registered in Abbey Street in Dublin, Goff alludes to a
childhood spent in Roscommon. 'I rode this morning to Roscommon to meet my
brother, and went to Church where I have been so often as a schoolboy'.92 In
1808 he stayed with his brother in 'our old mansion' in Roscommon town which
he describes, perhaps somewhat ironically as 'our former delectable abode' .93 In
the opening years Goff's father and brother, while resident in Eccles Street,
made regular trips to Roscommon for 'the assizes'. His father was prominent in
local government in being treasurer to the Roscommon grand jury, Goff's
brother was subsequently a member of the grand jury and sheriff in 1823.
Reverend Goff's son, Thomas William, served briefly as M.P. for the constituency
in 1859/60. No location is given in the early years of the diaries; however, it is
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evident that the first diaries were written from Eccles Street. In July 1798 Goff
referred to his Aunt Thompson and her daughter having spent the previous
winter 'with us' in Eccles Street.
In a twelve year period from 1801 to 1813 the family was involved in a
remarkable series of property transactions and various deals for agencies. Apart
from the lands in Roscommon town all of the properties which are mentioned in
Robert Guff senior's will are acquired during this period. While the Goffs had
dual bases in Roscommon and Dublin, the locations alluded to below have a
broad geographical spread. It is also noteworthy that Reverend Goff was
intimately involved in effecting many of the purchases. It is hard not to be struck
by the apparent similarities regarding property speculation which would take
place in Ireland exactly two hundred years later. A small number of these
transactions unfolding over a period of less than three years will be examined in
detail below.
The first, and unsuccessful, foray in May 1801 involved a property in County
Meath which both Reverend Goff (not his brother Robert) and his father went to
view. While they were impressed by the location they felt the property had been
badly managed due to 'continual crops of corn' and they baulked at the high
price set by the representatives of the owner who is dead'& from his own hand
too'.

94

This is the first of several entries which mention suicide by landowners. It

is interesting to note that the crops had not been rotated, giving evidence of
poor farming practices which were frequently complained of in the years before
the Famine, what Inglis describes as 'a lamentable want of good husbandry'95 .
This was quickly followed by the purchase of Oakport Demesne, County
Roscommon. 'My father during the last month was engaged in the purchase of
Oakport from Lord Kingston, & consequently I was pretty well occupied in
96

attending him' . This entry is interesting for several reasons, firstly Lord Kingston
was a member of the influential King-Harmon family; secondly it was the
Reverend Goff who supported his father in the purchase and thirdly Oakport,
(near Boyle, Co Roscommon) had previously belonged to the French family. The
extract of graduates of Trinity College Dublin shows that Robert French entered
the college in 1759 with his father, Reverend William French, noted as residing in
Oakport, County Roscommon. Reverend Goff's mother was Sarah French. This
same property, comprising about 750 acres, was to be offered for sale through
the landed estates court in 1863 by his son Thomas William. An illustration,
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perhaps somewhat fanciful, shows a substantial two storied house with five
windows on each side of a grand, columned entrance, facing onto Oakport
Lough.

97

There was a lull of a few months in which there was a failed attempt at buying a
property in King's County (Offaly) for which Robert Guff was outbid. Early in
1802, after protracted negotiations ('so many cross circumstance hourly
occurred') his father bought 'the Lands of Tymoole etc. in the County Meath',
again it was Thomas who was attending upon his father and 'rendering him any
assistance in my power': the consequence of which was that 'I read very little'

98

A recurring theme in the diaries is that of quotidian concerns coming between
Rev. Goff and his books. Also in response to what he felt were perplexing
negotiations Goff used an expression which could act as his motto in business
when he spoke of himself as one who 'wishing to act fairly, would also wish to
act securely'. In 1839 Goff would purchase the Liscarton estate in County Meath
for £7,500, expressly for the purpose of bequeathing it 'together with my other
Meath estates' (including Tymoole) to his third surviving son Charles Talbot Goff.
These estates indeed formed part of the bequest to Charles in Goff's will of 1841.
The following month Robert Guff would purchase, for £13,455, in the region of
1,000 acres in six townlands in and around Jerpoint, County Kilkenny.

99

As is clear

from the entry below that Reverend Goff was again intimately involved in the

purchase.
My father had almost concluded a purchase from the guardians of Lord Mountjoy,
of the manor of Knocktopher in the county Kilkenny previous to his setting out for
th

the assizes of Roscommon, the 27 March, & on his return to town he desired
that I should go & visit the estate previous to his payment of the purchase money;
th

accordingly on the 15 April I left town & reached Thomas Town the next day
within two miles of which the land is situated, from whence I went to Mr. Hunt's
of Jerpoint, who is one of the tenants where I was very kindly received, and after
viewing the property and spending a few days pleasantly (enough), I returned to
Dublin the 21st .... since my return to town I have been entirely engaged in the
business necessary to put a final close to this treaty, which is now completed and
100

the estate is my father's
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Guff senior had enough faith in his son's judgement to trust him with this
important and expensive purchase from very influential clients, namely from
John Beresford, William Lord Viscount Dun lo and Robert Gardiner. Soon the
family were reaping the benefits of the purchase for in August Goff, now
accompanied by his brother 'set out for ... Thomastown ... here we continued
nearly a fortnight, & after collecting half a year's rent from the tenants of
Knocktopher estate, we returned to Dublin'. 101 And again the following April
1803 his father and brother travelled to Knocktopher to collect the rent; leading
him to comment that, ' .. .it has given me great satisfaction that he seems
perfectly pleased with the estate he purchased in that country'. 102 Jn September
Goff himself went to Knocktopher and received the rent from his father's tenants
'with strict punctuality' and recorded that the country to which he passed was
'to appearance perfectly quiet.'

103

It was customary for travellers to take note of

the 'state of the countryside' and Goff frequently adhered to that tradition,
however, given that the trip was taking place within a few months of Emmet's
insurrection, to which Goff was a peripheral witness, he did not sound convinced
of the actuality of that quietness.
Goff's clerical occupations rarely appeared to interfere with his business dealings
on behalf of his father or later on his own behalf. Sometimes he made note of his
clerical duties in the same breath and with equal weighting to his business
dealings, as for example, an entry at Christmastime of the same year, 1803,
The clerical avocations of this season of the year have occupied me very much
during the above space, & also some business in which my Father was engaged
with Lewis Ward relative to the lease of Ballinakill in the County Galway.. .1

04

At a later time, despite his theological reservations, Reverend Goff wou Id donate
money towards the building of a Roman Catholic chapel in this townland.
In June of 1804 Goff was delayed in a planned journey to Kilkenny to receive rent
due to rumours of another rebellion in Dublin, or as he put it 'some reports
which prevailed yesterday that there were appearances denoting a tendency to
insurrection in this town or neighbourhood'.

105

The phrase 'appearances denoting

a tendency' captures perfectly the state of uncertainty which was prevalent
amongst the Protestant population in the years subsequent to the risings of 1798
and 1803 but which prevailed for the remained of Goff's lifetime and beyond. As
recorded by Sir Richard Musgrave, one of Goff's first cousins, Reverend Thomas
Trocke, was killed in action in 1798 on Vinegar Hilt, County Wexford during the
101
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1798 rebellion.

106

Ever the pragmatist, Goff went to great lengths to secure

Trocke's chaplaincy; having done so it is evident that he used the income to aid in
the support of the dead man's children. Later, in 1835, his former churchwarden,
Lundy Tool, was 'assassinated barbarously, in his own fields, & perhaps by his
own workmen near the town of New Ross, & at four o'clock in the day'. Later
still, in 1847 (after Goff's death) the murder of his relative Reverend Robert
Lloyd, within a few weeks of the notorious killing of Major Mahon in County
Roscommon, would cause 'panic amongst landowners in the county'. 107 In 1920,
after generations of mistrust and even fear, this sometimes well founded
paranoia was to lead to Rev Goff s grandson abandoning the estate in Carrowroe
and moving to Wiltshire.

108

Nonetheless, having been delayed by a week, Goff

travelled to Kilkenny and received the rents without incident.
It is only possible to speculate as to the origin of the fortunes expended by the
Goff family on the transactions described above. It does seem clear though that
Robert Guff was involved as a financial broker and deal maker with the local land
owners, it is also clear that his sons initially aided him in this practice and then
take this business over. Sometimes from diary entries it is clear that they were
acting as agents but frequently it would seem that they were acting as catalysts
in transactions where they would appear to have no material interest. The term
money-lender is used more than once. 109 Somewhat cryptic passages relating to
money dealing also occur. As in the following passage
Mr. George Taaffe came to my father, & received from him an abstract of the
debt principal & interest due jointly by him & his brother Christopher Taaffe of
Grange in Co. Roscommon, & which he agreed to discharge by bills drawn upon
his brother payable at some house in Dublin upon the first of September next
1803. These bills he promised to send down, by that very night's post, to be
accepted by his brother ... to have him determine the house in Dublin where they
should be made payable 110 ...
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Each time though one gets the impression that the Goff family gained advantage,
financial or otherwise, from all of their transactions. For example about this time
Reverend Goff and his father were arranging matters for their neighbour Sir
Edward Crofton and Goff described one of the interactions thus:
During these last twenty days I have been occupied very much in attending to the
business of Sir Edward Crofton. He has sold his estate in the county Sligo for the
payment of debts, & the arrangements respecting this sale have engaged a great
portion of my father's time & attention, & of course involved a great deal of
mine 111
Sir Edward, whose estate at Mote Park bordered the Goff's estate at Carrowroe,
Co Roscommon, would ten years later also to take his own life as recorded by
th

Rev Goff '& late on the 6 January 1816 my unfortunate friend Sir Edward
Crofton shot himself thro' the head, in a paroxysm of insanity at Mote Park.' This
also is an example of the interconnectedness of the various families in south
Roscommon, Goff's mother-in law was born Theodosia Talbot and his brother-inlaw Captain James Caulfeild was to marry Crofton's daughter the Honourable
Augusta Crofton in 1823. The Goff family tree and the trees of such families in
Roscommon were rife with such connections.
Subsequently this flurry of property dealing abated but Reverend Goff was to
continue dealing in property until late in life. Numerous references in the diaries
were made to Reverend Goff's agent, Peter McKeogh, land deals, bidding and
buying of leases and estates including those which Goff bought specifically for
the purpose of leaving to his sons. In his will Goff makes explicit provision for
McKeogh to remain as the agent for all of his lands bequeathed to his sons.

112

In the following chapter we will see how Dr. Euseby Cleaver, the bishop of Ferns,
County Wexford, acted as a patron to Goff in terms of his ecclesiastical
advancement. However, just as the family's spell of property acquisition had
subsided in October 1809 their ecclesiastical and property concerns overlapped
when the same Dr. Cleaver was elevated to the archbishopric of Dublin and
immediately, 'without any expectation, without any interest or solicitation'
appointed Robert Guff senior to be his agent.

113

It is unclear what this agency

involved but it is obvious that Reverend Goff is involved in the business from the
beginning. It is also evident from subsequent diary entries that Reverend Goff
inherited this role on the death of his father in 1815 and remained intimately
involved with the property affairs of the diocese of Dublin until the appointment
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of the new archbishop, Beresford, on Cleaver's death after a prolonged period of
indisposition due to insanity, in 1820.
The appointment of an archbishop of Dublin, in the place of my patron, is not yet
announced, so that I have still the care of part of the archiepiscopal property,
namely, the see, residences & leases.114

Reverend Goff as landlord and landscaper
Reverend Goff dealt with his father's tenants, his own tenants and the tenants
on the family estates in Roscommon in addition he acted as an agent for other
land owners. For example, as the following entry shows, not only did Goff
become the agent of Thomas Mitchell of Castlestrange, County Roscommon, he
also took up residence on the property and decamped there for more than three
months. Interestingly, and perhaps not coincidently, the property was situated
close to where the Goffs would establish their 'seat' .
... a proposal was made to me by Mr. Mitchell of Castlestrange that I should
become his agent, to receive his rents & manage his pecuniary concerns, ... this
proposal was followed by an invitation to spend the summer at Castlestrange. The
offer & the compliment were both accepted & on the 11th of July, I set out for ...
th

Castlestrange on the 13th from whence I did not return to Dublin until ... 29
October. 115

Again his clerical duties and his role as an army chaplain did not appear to be an
obstacle to his absenting himself from the capital for several months. Six years
later he was still acting as agent for this estate' however, not without some
grumbling with regard to the 'irregularity of Mr Mitchell's accounts' which led
him to admit that 'I frequently wish I were disembarrassed of his agency'.

116

Eighteen months later, in March 1813, his father would purchase from Mitchell
land in the four townlands of Ballinderry and Carrowbane in Roscommon and
Carrowbeg and Carrowmore in County Longford for £18,891 sterling.

117

Later

that year Guff would leave this land amongst other properties to his sons 'in
common and not jointly'. In turn Robert would buy this land from his brother,
Thomas {Reverend Goff), for £10,000 sterling in 1821.

118

Finally the land was

mortgaged in 1858 by the Reverend Goff's son, Robert (who had inherited it
from his father), in order that his deceased uncle's wife Mary could be paid
£1,000 as part of the terms of his uncle's will.

114
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While previously it was noted that the tenants in Knocktopher were paying their
rents with 'strict punctuality', this, of course, was not always the case. In such
instances, as in the example below from 1806, it is seen that the Goff family
would take recourse to the law and ejectment if they deemed it necessary.
It having become necessary to eject Mr. John Roth one of my father's tenants in
the Co. Kilkenny, & he suffering the Habere to be taken out, it was determined in
our domestic councils that I should go & get possession of the farm under the
sheriff's writ. 120
Goff proceeded to Kilkenny immediately, executed the ejectment and paid some
social calls into the bargain. In later years he became less intimately involved in
these transactions, in 1839 he referred to his settling accounts in Dublin with 'my
Kilkenny agent, Mr. Bunbury'.

121

Some references to the Goffs as landlords are

made in newspaper articles, for example, they are mentioned in a report in
relation to an 'outrage' in the January 1844, ten months before Goff's death.
Murderous Attempt: The cause is that Mr O'Malley took a farm from the Rev.

Thomas Goff from which several families were the previous two years ejected and
shortly after the taking of which one hundred of his [O'Malley'] sheep were killed
at night.122
It is clear from the above that Reverend Goff was again prepared to engage in
ejectment. Diary entries previous to this show that he has had his fair share of
trouble with tenants as the following example illustrates
My time has been principally occupied in the endeavour to get in the heavy
arrears of rents, due by my gentlemen tenants, which has given me very sufficient
employment indeed, though without much fruit.

123

He also refers to his mind being annoyed by the 'refractory & troublesome
124

conduct of Tenants & others' .

Four years after Goff's death his death another

report, this time from the liberal Freeman's Journal, which is describing an
incident which had taken place on Goff land, gives a more benign impression of
the Gotts as landlords.
'Another outrage and its melancholy cause: There never were more indulgent
125

landlords than the late Messrs. Goff .
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Numerous comments on the depredations of the weather and poor crops
indicate that he was very aware of, and sympathetic to, the suffering of his
fellow countrymen. Similarly, he was ready to make donations in times of
trouble:
Dismal & appalling relations are spread abroad, of the state of the county Mayo,
from famine & disease. I subscribed £20 to the funds raising here & in England for
their relief. 126
He was also remarkably up to date with what is happening in Ireland, having
already finished reading lnglis's book on Ireland just a few weeks after
publication.

127

It is evident that Goff as a landowner did not belong to that

'unimproving race' nor is he 'extremely ignorant of the real condition of the
poor' as Inglis complains of many landlords.

128

'Read lnglis's Ireland 1834. An

interesting book for the natives of that country, containing very severe remarks
on many of the land owners, but alas! How very true' .129
Reverend Goff was subject to the same difficulties as so many landowners at that
time that it almost amounts to a 'damned if you do and damned if you don't'
situation regarding the collection of rent arrears; as Robert Jones Lloyd found to
his cost in executing an agency for the King family in Leitrim between 1810 -1827
in which the unfortunate Lloyd was broken, financially, psychologically and even
physically.

130

Accounts of such difficulties lead us, if not quite to sympathy, then

at least to a better understanding of the plight ofthe Irish landlord in this period.
Travel writers were inevitably shocked by the living conditions of ordinary people
in the countryside - as Inglis has it, 'the people of Ireland are oppressed by some,
131

deluded by others and neglected by all' .

Noel on the other hand while

disapproving of Irish landlords, 'I regretted to find amongst them so little
sympathy for the condition of the poor'

132

also saw the bind in which landowners

were placed, 'if a landlord of Ireland does not oppress, he must have more virtue
133
,

than is generally found amongst men'

it would appear that Reverend Goff was

in possession of some portion of that virtue.
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One extended quotation from about this time encapsulates many of the diarists
attitudes and explains many of his behaviours:

Carrowroe 2ih June 1836
The last fortnight & five days over have been spent here very happily & pleasantly
almost entirely in strolling during the day, about this place, when the weather
permitted thro' the woods, as they may now be called, & over the fields. In 1816
this place was commenced (the house) & most of the plantations. In the interval
from 1816, to 1825, the house, offices & garden were finished, & some of the
paths & roads through the planting, in that last mentioned year 1825, the hill at
back of the village of Carrowroe, was planted, & the ugly swamp at the bottom
excavated, & what is now the lake with the islands thereon formed & planted.
This is now a very handsome thing, & much to be admired. In that same Summer
of 1825 an hideous boggy morass which ran at some distance along the mearing
of Lisbride & so to the bog of Carrowroe, I took in hand, & at some expense but
giving employment to many labourers, I drained it by cutting a winding river, (as it
may now be called) thro it, terminating in a sheet of water. The banks of this river
I had well planted, & now it has become in every respect, an handsome
improvement, & a great addition to the beauty of this place. All these doings have
been effected in 20 years, without running in debt one sixpence, & thank God, my
brother & I have lived, to see & to be able to enjoy, these works which have been
done in that space of time.

134

In parsing this we see many themes, his love of solitude and the country, the
early nineteenth century enchantment with landscaping and improving on
nature, his patience and persistence, his foresight and his paternalism but
willingness to spend, his canniness with money, his religious belief and his sense
of family. Later the woods mentioned above would, as timber, become a
valuable and renewable source of income for his heirs. A huge lot of timber was
offered for sale by his grandson coincidental to his removal to Wiltshire in

1920.135
It would be neglectful not to mention Reverend Goff as husband and father.
From his marriage in 1826 until his death in 1844 the most common references
in the diaries are to his family. In

a diary entry written in the rectory at 'Glebe

Park Tallaght' he painted an idyllic picture of his life with his new wife - far from
the madding crowd - as it were.
Since my marriage we have lived here almost entirely to ourselves, & have
enjoyed each others' society & conversation. We went to Eccles Street for two or
three days last week but were glad to return to our rural abode & our Italian
studies & also the perusal of some good & pious books. I am, may my gracious
134
135
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God be ever blessed, as happy & comfortable as I can wish, & infinitely more than
I deserve.136

Reverend Goff bought Carriglea House, county Dublin from Sir Richard Steele for
£4,000 in September 1830. He and his wife Anne lived there until his death in
1844, while Anne in turn remained until her own death in 1877. They had nine
children; two of whom died in infancy, and his wife suffered at least two
miscarriages. He died in October 1844 and was buried, according to his wishes, in
the 'Cabbage Garden' graveyard (off Kevin Street} in the parish of Saint Nicholas
Without, Dublin.

137

He worshipped at Monkstown parish church, about a mile from his Carriglea
demesne, for many years where the family had a pew on one of the balconies
and also a pew for servants in the rear of the, then fashionable, 'triple-decker'
pulpit.

138

A memorial tablet is placed adjacent to the balcony pew. 139

{J

Figure 5. First edition Ordnance Survey (1837), 6" map, County Roscommon
(sheet 20 - 8). Carrowroe Park, near Roscommon showing the house and 'lake' as
designed by Reverend Goff.
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Figure 6. Carrowroe Park, County Roscommon.

a
substantial and handsome mansion of limestone, with a doric portico in front, situated in
a highly improved and & richly wooded demesne, Lewis, 1837
An estate agent's image {2008) with an aptly phrased description from 1837,
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Chapter 3
An impossible struggle, politics and papery
Reverend Goff was a member of the ruling class in Ireland. This was a small
interdependent and often interrelated group of people which wielded power and
influence both locally & nationally. He was also a member of the Church of
Ireland (as by law established), this was the official state religion in Ireland for
more than three hundred years; from the time of the Reformation until 1869,
when it was disestablished by parliament. Refausse lists, amongst many others,
some of the 'jurisdictions' for which this body was responsible, including granting
of probate, sequestrations of livings, granting of marriage licences, appointment
of curates and schoolmasters, and latterly recordings of births, deaths, and
marriages; even cases of defamation or adultery by the laity would be heard by
courts convened under the auspices of the local bishop.

140

The Church of Ireland

was 'in effect a part of the apparatus of government' in Ireland performing
functions which would be fulfilled in modern times by branches of the civil
service.

141

In 1834 some 852,064 people belonged to the Church of Ireland, this compares
to almost 650,000 Presbyterians and nearly six and a half million Roman
Catholics.

142

Officially, of course, Goff was an ordained minister in the Church of

England and Ireland, for the 1801 Act of Union was not just a political union but
an ecclesiastical one also between the Church of England and the Church of
Ireland. It could be argued that while those of the Anglican tradition formed a
small minority on the island of Ireland they were , however, part of a
considerable majority when considered in the context of the newly formed
United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland. In this way Anglicans in Ireland
could justify their preeminent position as arising from divine and state authority
but also as being statistically correct. Nonetheless there is no doubt in Goff's
mind as to his home - while staying in Brighton in 1823 he remarked on the
celebration of Guy Fawkes' night by the local youths and contrasts it with the
situation in 'my native land ... there all Popery, here the reverse'.
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As a consequence of the Act of Union in 1801 many Catholics had expected and
equally many Protestants had feared that further relief of Catholic 'disabilities'
was imminent. Goff commented on the situation immediately after the union.
it was in the contemplation of government, to bring a bill into the imperial
parliament, the purport of which will be, the taking off all remaining restrictions,
which the existing laws place on the Roman Catholics - perhaps this may be of
use, to attract them to the side of loyalty, to which, as some suppose, they are not
now attached, but, it is to be apprehended, that they will not consider it a favour,
& of course, that their gratitude will not be the livelier for this design144

The entry shows Goff to be both a student of human nature and a captive of his
own mind set. There might be a chink in his armour in that 'some suppose' the
Catholics might be disloyal; perhaps, just perhaps, Goff did not agree. He was
also well aware that people would not be thankful for the return of what they
felt was rightfully theirs. It is not unusual for those with power and wealth to be
politically conservative and this was certainly true of Reverend Goff; for any
change to the status quo of the day had the potential to threaten his position and
that of his class.
In his famous charge delivered at his inauguration as archbishop of Dublin in
October 1822 Dr. William Magee, the new archbishop, summed up succinctly, if
somewhat bluntly, his view of the position of the established church with regard
to the two other religious traditions in Ireland; Roman Catholicism and
Presbyterianism, or more correctly non-Episcopal Protestantism . In the sermon
Magee stated 'we are hemmed in by two opposite descriptions of Christians: the
one possessing a church without what we can call a religion, and the other
possessing a religion without what we can call a church'. 145 In other words,
Anglicanism was the only legitimate church in Ireland. His words proved to be
controversial and were deeply resented by both traditions. Whelan calls this 'the
moment when religion became the dominating issue in Irish political life'.146
Afterwards Magee expressed surprise at the reaction to his charge and stated
that it contained nothing which he had not previously said in public on numerous
occasions. Whelan goes on to state that 'such opinions were common currency
among the Protestant community' .
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If Reverend Goff was a typical Irish

Anglican, or member of this 'Protestant community' then this is certainly so; for
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continually and consistently through his writings he was critical of all nonepiscopal Protestants (evangelicals, Methodists, Unitarians and dissenters of
every hue) and absolutely scathing of Roman Catholic (or Papist as he frequently
has it) beliefs. He did not, however, see it as a case of 'a plague on both your
houses' making a clear distinction between Roman Catholics whom he saw as
being beyond the religious pale (and whom he accused of 'priestcraft' and
superstition on numerous occasions), and his more charitable view of nonAnglican Protestants, who he felt were misguided. Nonetheless he could never
be accused of latitudinarian ism. In 1808 he noted that he has been reading the
sermons of Thomas le Mesurier on religious schism, delivered in Oxford
University the previous year. To quote Goff
To display the nature & dangers of schism in the church he has attacked papists,

dissenters of every description, & Methodists very briskly, & with much vigour of
language & good arrangement of argument, so that I think he has composed a
148
work very useful & excellent for the portmanteau of a young divine
Goff explicitly approves the 'orthodoxical' nature of the work and would
recommend the work as a touchstone to a young (Anglican) clergyman. To Goff
'authority' was the key concept; for just as Magee went on to condemn the
Roman church as being 'blindly enslaved to a supposed infallible ecclesiastical
authority' and opposed this with those who 'deem it their duty to resist all
authority in matters of religion'
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so too did Goff see Anglicanism occupying

perfectly the central ground. His view was that Anglicanism provided the golden
mean between the 'Bible Society party' on the one hand and the 'Popish
priesthood' on the other, in explication of which he attempted a parable in which
the former would serve up to a sick man the whole bird feathers, entrails and all;
the latter would preserve the best bits to itself and offer the patient only the

°

pinion bone. 15 From first almost to last he argued his doctrinal differences with
Unitarians (who argued against the Trinity, seeing Jesus Christ as the son of God
but not God). His theses were sometimes quite thin, for example, 'it is asserted
[by Unitarians] that Christ and his apostles never announced the Doctrine of the
151

Trinity- but did they ever deny it?'

More often he quotes chapter and verse of

both Old and New Testament to bolster his Trinitarian view.
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It is also clear that

he was constantly reading works on doctrinal matters and unsurprisingly was
always prepared to be convinced. In 1803 he referred to the seminal work of the
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above mentioned William Magee on 'Atonement'
superior work, which leaves the Priestleyan
ground.'

155

154

153

which he regarded as 'a very

arguments completely on the

Equally he was not above a little prejudice, noting that when in

London he paid a visit to the prominent Unitarian Dr. Thomas Belsham who he
156

described as a 'snug, fat, well fed man' .

He had the habit of using the term 'Methodistical' pejoratively. His disapproval
would appear to be more of manner than of doctrine. If the delivery of a sermon
lacked 'gentility' then he regarded it as leaning towards Methodism. For
example, on attending a service at his own parish church in Tallaght, county
Dublin, delivered by his curate, he describes the sermon as a 'wild unconnected
157

discourse, very Methodistical'

However, he does see the benefits of the

'evangelical style' in its appeal to those who lacked gentility. In one sermon while
he disapproved of the 'very mean and low' language used by the preacher and
his 'vulgar and sometimes ridiculous' evangelical manner he was nevertheless
impressed by the preacher's ability to impress the 'lower orders':
Why were the lower orders so attentive? Because he was so familiar, so
immediately addressing himself to them. In the sentiments & thoughts of his
sermon there was nothing Methodistical. It was the manner only that caused the
suspicion. Yet I should think such a manner might be adopted, as would Interest
both parties which might not appear slovenly & rude to the one; nor indifferent or
disregardful to the other. 158
For all his musings it would seem doubtful that Goff would make use of such
vulgar display in the delivery of his own sermons. It may be assumed that in
matters of religion Reverend Goff did stand on ceremony, it was important to
him that ceremony should be 'consistent with my notions of religious
decorum'.159 On attending Christmas Day service and Holy Communion in St
James' Chapel in Cheltenham in 1828 he was dissatisfied with the conduct of the
rite.
At the communion, the wine used seemed to be a sweet kind of white wine. I
think there is more solemnity & a stricter attention to the rubrics, in our mode of
conducting this sacred rite in Ireland, than here.
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Earlier that same month he had been 'perusing Whatley's essays on some
difficulties in the writings of St Paul': 161 here Goff found succour in the author's
opposition to the tenets of those 'evangelical persons' whom Goff was most
concerned to note 'form a most numerous class among the members of the
church establishment'.162 But what he found most pernicious was that he
believed these evangelical Anglicans to be preaching Methodism in disguise or
even unknown to themselves. Three years later, at the time of Whately's
appointment to the see of Dublin, Goff was quick to defend him against a 'most
unjust' charge of Arianism (essentially Unitarianism).

163

It would seem that any

attempt at untangling the theology of the Trinity left the author open to a charge
of Arianism. Latterly Goff showed his distrust of any tendency toward AngloCatholicism by the High Church Anglicans; in commenting on his reading on the
subject of 'the present Oxford Controversy as put afloat by Mr. Pusey'

164

Goff

was somewhat perplexed and his suspicions were aroused, he commented darkly
that 'it seems to savour much of a tendency to Popery.'
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There does seem to be one departure from orthodoxy on his part in that he
attended noted his attending the Bethesda chapel in 1897.

166

While outwardly

evangelical, Whelan states that the Bethesda was 'characterised by an
uncompromising allegiance to the Established Church and a close association
with Trinity College'.167 Even though Goff himself entered Trinity in 1879 at a
time when two-thirds of the undergraduate population were 'destined for a
career in the ministry'168 and that this generation were to become the prime
movers in the revival of the Church of Ireland in the first two decade of the
nineteenth century, this spirit of renewal does not seem to have overly influence
Goff himself. Perhaps it was the distractions of his involvement in his father's
property and business dealings and his own seeking after preferment and
position that prevented him from entering fully into the revival.
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Popery
Goff had difficulty with both the practice and doctrine of Roman Catholicism. On
reading Geddes (1737 - 1802) popular work on the Pentateuch,

169

Goff was

highly critical that the author would put 'Papists & Protestants on the same
footing with respect to the foundation of their religion'. 170 Goff explained his
understanding of the difference thus:
The papist is forbid to make any further inquiry, & if he questions the infallibility of
the church, he is heretical the Protestant is invited to examine the truth of the
Scriptures [of] which ... he can hardly fail of being convinced ... & if he has the
wish to believe, the opportunity is given him to confirm his faith 171
The contrast between the passive Roman Catholic beingforbidden to enquire
under threat of being branded a heretic and the engaged Protestant being invited
to examine the truth is telling. Goffs fear of Roman Catholicism was threefold:
fear of its doctrines; fear of its threat to his privileged position and fear of the
'priest-ridden' mob -who of course in Ireland, or at least the areas of Ireland
which he frequented, were Catholics. In a sense the last fear was coincidental. He
could only associate 'popery' with disorder and unrest. Writing, again from
Cheltenham, he stated 'I cannot think of the state of my native land without
sadness. It is so convulsed by party strife, but popery will never suffer it to be at
rest'.
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At times his reactions are almost amusing in their predictability; one

would assume that as a churchman and as one who valued public order highly he
would applaud the efforts of Father Mathew to encourage temperance by 'the
lower orders'. However, he greeted the campaign with some suspicion, aware
perhaps of the popular opinion amongst Protestants that a sober Catholic
population was a population with plans for revenge, as was popularly thought to
presage the massacres in Wexford in 1798.
Father Matthew, the so called apostle of temperance has been in Dublin &
administered the pledge of abstinence to many thousands of my whimsical
countrymen. Whether this engagement will be productive of good or evil, who can
tell, but I think it wears a suspicious aspect. 173
Neither was Goff above triumphalism, when news reached him of the
'remarkable phenomenon' of an apparent upsurge in conversions from 'Popery
to Protestantism' he states 'I think we may believe ... it to be the work of God',
and he enthused that it was 'quite marvellous and must amaze the calm
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observer', nonetheless he was quite anxious regarding the resultant 'tumult and
agitation' in the public mind.
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At this time too he expressed the essence of his

religious belief thus:
But all events we know are under the control of omnipotence, & while we are
impressed with this consolatory truth, & rest our hope upon the rock of ages, we
cannot be uneasy or distrustful. 175
While Reverend Goff frequently displayed a deep suspicion of Roman Catholicism
he had no scruples in donating money to Roman Catholic charities and, apart
from Daniel O'Connell ('the arch demagogue'), showed no real distaste for
Roman Catholics per se. His brother, it would appear, was not so tolerant. From
the report of a threatening letter received by Robert it is evident that he had
become a member of a Brunswick club in Roscommon town in 1828, probably as
a founding member.
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Reverend Goff was on an extended excursion England and

Wales at that time. Sir Richard Steele from whom Goff would buy his Carriglea
estate in 1831, was also a Brunswick club member, attending the meeting in
Dublin's Rotunda in February 1829.
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The Brunswick club movement had originated in England in June 1828, as the
prospect of Catholic emancipation came closer, when, as Blackstock notes 'ultra
Tory peers ... formed an aristocratic club to co-ordinate anti-Catholic feeling'.
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Such clubs were quickly established in towns throughout lreland.179 In the
manner of their formation they represented a top-down effort to influence
events in the defence of the rights of Protestants in Ireland; this might be crudely
contrasted with the more bottom-up organisation of the Orange movement.
Blackstock paints a nuanced picture of the multifaceted nature of loyalism at that
time.
There were about 200 'Brunswick Constitutional Clubs' in Ireland claiming

150,000 members.180 There were also several dozen clubs in England and Wales.
Essentially they were engaged in opposition to the Catholic Association in a
rather futile last-minute effort to oppose the granting of Catholic Emancipation.
Huggins describes the 'Brunswickers' as 'the militantly Protestant society
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founded to oppose the extension of constitutional rights to Catholics after the
suppression of the Orange Order'. 181
Goff's comments on the threatening letter, more than thirty years after 1798, are
indeed telling. His image of men from the 'Popish party' cutting down the young
trees and sharpening the heads to be used as pikes against Protestants is
chilling. 182 The report in full gives evidence of his own insecurity and the
continuance of what Huggins describes as 'a sense of embattlement among
magistrates, yeomen, landowners, Protestant clergy and the military'. 183 No
information is available as to the 'origins' of the Goffs however, Reverend Goff's
wife Anne Caulfeild would have been well aware of the fate of her kinsman Sir
Toby Caulfeild who, in the first act of the 1641 rebellion, was tricked into
captivity by his Catholic neighbour Sir Phelim O'Neill and was later murdered in
captivity.
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Goff was a complex man and it is difficult to categorise his political

beliefs, certainly he conformed to Kelly's view of this as a time when 'religion was
185

of abiding importance in defining political positions' .

In advocacy, rather than

action, he conforms to Hill's definition of an ultra-Protestant. 186 While his
brother, Robert had a more proactive approach to defending the Protestant
position Thomas was equally wedded to the notion of 'No surrender'.
At the time of Emmet's insurrection in July 1803 Robert Goff had been in
Roscommon with his father 'for the assizes'; he returned to Dublin on 4 August
'leaving everything apparently very tranquil' and within a few days Reverend Goff
notes, 'My brother joined himself to the merchants corps of cavalry'. Less martial
than his brother; on 31 August Reverend Goff joined the local 'district
committee' of residents set up to 'hold a kind of inquisitorial eye over the
inhabitants of the metropolis.' He never saw duty but he did take the constable's
oath. Nonetheless in 1834 Robert donated the site for a new Roman Catholic
chapel for the local parish of Kilbride, County Roscommon.
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The Lord Kingston

from whom the Goffs purchased Oakport estate mentioned in the diary entry of
1 June 1801 was General Robert Edward King, 1st Viscount Lorton of Rockingham
Castle, Boyle. Lorton was the mainstay of the Boyle Brunswick club.
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However, when the Emancipation bill was finally published by Prime Minister
Robert Peel, Reverend Goff seemed reconciled to the measure and appeared to
be quite hopeful, even optimistic, as to the prospects for the future of Ireland.
Mr Peel has brought forward his plan, which has been most favourably received. A
considerable majority has given him permission to bring in a bill to remove all the
existing disabilities affecting the [Roman Catholics] his speech is a most ample &
luminous composition, & I hope the divine blessing will accompany the new
measures, & restore my disturbed countrymen to mutual peace & good
fellowship, & produce a spirit of industry, good order, and obedience to the law
thro' out my native country.

188

Whilst Goff's attitude was rather muted it certainly showed no sign of panic or
dismay. It is to be noted also that again he was using the terms
'my...countrymen' and 'my native country'. In actuality emancipation would have
very little effect on Goff's life; it was the prospect of disestablishment that was
much more to be feared. One month later he again sounded a hopeful note
regarding the granting of Emancipation, 'the Roman Catholics are now
emancipated, I trust & hope there will be an end to all our religious bickering &
jealousies, & Ireland will be at peace' .189
He was also able to keep his equilibrium on the subject of national school
education
Lords Roden & Plunket had a warm altercation on the subject of the new
education system in Ireland. The former exaggerated not a little, I think, the
danger of this project, to t_he Protestant religion. Lord Plunket was very able &
argumentative in his reply to the saintly peer.190

Two consecutive diary entries in August 1840 reveal Goff's thoughts on religious
tolerance; while he could accept Roman Catholics and even donate money
toward the building of a church, he could not abide Roman Catholicism as a
theology. In retrospect also, 'now that the tables are turned' he seemed to be,
perhaps grudgingly, regretful of the treatment of Roman Catholics by members
of the established church. But he must be allowed this - his convictions were
strong and he genuinely believed the tenets of the Roman church to be false. If
the righteous were bold then it would be cowardly to compromise on essentials.
I have lately had a well penned application (not the first) to assist by a subscription
the building of a R:C: place of worship, in a wild & lonely district of the County
Galway, where I have a small property. Shall I contribute a mite to this? It is a
difficult question. I believe I will. I think as a Christian man, I ought to help the
188
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roofing a place, where the commonality may derive some notions of decency &
order, in their religious worship.191
... it is deserving of consideration, if the Protestant party, were not much mistaken
in their conduct toward their R:C: countrymen, by keeping them in a state of such
abject depression, as they certainly did, in respect of their public religious duties.
Their chapels were most contemptible & their priesthood greatly looked down
upon & held in scorn & derision. Now the tables are turned, by the emancipation
act & its consequences. Power has changed sides, & their despicable order of men
{priests] & their houses of worship are both gaining an ascendancy which as a
reacting force is likely to be a great discouragement to Protestantism.192
In conclusion Goff saw everything through a Protestant lens and one heavily
tinted with Irish Anglicanism at that. His opposition to the Act of Union, Catholic
emancipation, and later to O'Connell's campaign for repeal of the Union were
always on the grounds of the threat to Protestantism. His outlook expressed in
microcosm that of the Irish Protestant community. And while he and they may
have felt that they had God on their side, in reality their cause was doomed. For
while they felt their future was assured in being a part of a greater Protestant
whole in belonging to the United Kingdom (or Kingdoms as they would have
preferred) this was provincial naivety and painting on a very limited canvas. As
the nineteenth century progressed they were becoming less and less masters of
their own destiny. Political reality would ultimately win the day for Irish
Protestant politics was provincial and would founder on the rock of the broader
world view which would have to be taken by a nation in the process of becoming
a dominant global power. Blackstock's conclusion on the Brunswick clubs could
be taken as a requiem for the political and religious aspirations of Goff and his
cohort:
In reality, they were engaged in an impossible struggle, and it was less the Catholic
Association which destroyed their cause as opposition to the ultra-Protestant
position in the Commons and, crucially, in the cabinet. 193
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Conclusions
2°d June 1844, Carriglea
I have read a long article in the Quarterly Review for March 1844, which

gives such an account of the Terrorists of France during the commencement
of the Revolution, which shews how much better it is "to bear the ills we
have than fly to others that we know not of'
Just a few months before his death, Reverend Goff continued to indulge in the
habits and express the concerns of a lifetime. At the age of seventy two he was
still an avid reader on history and politics; his quote from Shakespeare's mostquoted soliloquy of Hamlet confirms the conservatism which had served him well
through his long life. The warning that we should learn the lessons of history was
not for him merely theoretical but referred to the very real threat to order and
stability he felt from O'Connell's campaign for repeal of the Union. That union to
which in 1801 Goff had been implacably opposed, and to which, more than forty
years later, he was not entirely reconciled was nonetheless preferable to the
chaos he was certain would ensue from its being broken.
Reverend Thomas Goff emerges from the pages as a deeply Christian and
thoughtful man, a doting father, a caring and sensitive husband, a man who gave
freely of his time, energy and money to charitable works, a multi-linguist,
voracious reader and bibliophile, poet and sermon writer (he was a regular
attendee at charity sermons and an unforgiving critic of the quality of sermons
and of preaching in general}, he was also an avid follower of political and military
events both at home and abroad; a member for life of both the Royal Dublin
Society and the Royal Irish Academy and a member of various committees (both
charitable and learned} including the Royal Irish Art Union. In his younger years
he travelled widely in Ireland usually for business but often for pleasure too; he
travelled on horseback, by chaise, by 'post' coach, on foot, by sail boat on Lough
Ree, by canal boat and by river boat on the Barrow, later in life he expresses
delight at the convenience of using the steam commuter train from Kingstown to
Dublin. He left details (descriptive as well as financial) of his extended excursions
in England and Wales, graduating from sail to steam, watching the building of the
Menai Strait bridge and commenting approvingly as the roads improve over the
years. His career had many facets; landlord, property dealer, land agent,
clergyman and army chaplain.
In a sense Goff belonged to a minority within a minority. He was a member of the
Church of Ireland, whose numbers made up only one eight of the population on
the island; however, being very comfortably off and well connected he was no
ordinary member of that community. His cohort of rich, landowning Protestants
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were relatively small in number and this forced a certain insularity on them. The
property dealings enumerated above all involved members of this group. This
system worked well for the Goff family and it is not surprising that he should
strive to maintain the status quo. From the diaries it is seen that he was active in
advancing the various strands of his career however he was conservative and
cautious in nature. The reactionary concerns he expresses regarding, the union,
agrarian unrest, Napoleon's expansionism, Catholic Emancipation, the tithe
question and repeal of the union are exactly those of his co-religionists. It quite
remarkable how his perspective on the embattlement of his community, the
righteousness of his cause and his loyalism mirrored that expressed by the
advocates of the rights of the Anglican community in Ireland.
For this group the marriage market was constrained, especially on a local level.
This ensured that matches were made within a limited number of families.
Thomas and his brother married two cousins and two of his sons, James Caulfeild
Goff and John Crosbie Goff married two sisters, Grace and Theodosia Stoker, who
were also first cousins of theirs. An examination of the Goff family tree
(Appendix) illustrates two points. Firstly, the names which occur correspond
closely to those names commonly found on the grand jury panels for County
Roscommon and secondly, the family names on the family tree also correspond
closely to the names in the 'big houses' in the vicinity of Roscommon town. This
evidence of close kinship bonds reflects the limitations of the marriage market
and if replicated in other counties across Ireland, served to ensure the
concentration of property, power, and influence in a small number of hands.
In examining the property dealing and financial transactions it has not been
possible to draw firm conclusions as to the origins of the family fortune. It would
be interesting to 'follow the money' - through full transcription and examination
of the landed estate court rental records, through the Registry of Deeds in Dublin
and the records of Congested Districts Board.
It is interesting that Goff can be simultaneously open to the world of ideas and
insular on matters relating to religion and matters of politics. He was reflective
and sympathetic to the suffering of his fellow human beings (even though they
might be Roman Catholic), nonetheless his compassion was tinged with fear.
It is fitting to include the last lines written by Goff in August 1844, four months
before his death. He was thankful for the health and wellbeing of, what we might
see as, his ideal Victorian family - who ranged in age at that time from sixteen
year old Theodosia to his youngest, William at just two. His loyalism is evident
with as is his capitalised veneration of the Royal Mother. He signed off finally
with a poetic and, so very Irish, attitude to the weather.
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11 August 1844
... we have continued in good Health, which prevailing among a large Family, of
young Children has been a great blessing. A few days since her Majesty has had a
favorable accouchement, of a young Prince, who with his royal Mother continues
to do well._ Rain_ Rain_ Rain- still is bathing our Granite Rocks.

Figure 7. Final diary entry by Reverend Goff, August 1844.

Figure 8. Goff memorial tablet in Monkstown parish church
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Appendix 2
Transcription of the will of Reverend Thomas Goff
Page 1. Extracted from the Registry of Her Majesty's Court of Prerogative in Ireland
In the name of god Amen
I the Reverend Thomas Goff of Eccles Street in the County of Dublin Clerk and now
residing at Carriglea near Kingstown in the said county being of sound and disposing
mind memory and understanding do hereby make and publish this my last will and
testament hereby revoking and annulling all will or wills by me at any time heretofore
made & I request that I shall be interred as privately and with as little expense as in
decency can be done at the suitable place of burial nearest to the place of my death and
if it shall be in or near Dublin I desire to be buried beside my mother's tomb in the
Church yard commonly called the Cabage garden and I desire that my remains shall be
carried with as little parade as possible and on no account more than a few miles from
the place of my decease. I will and direct that all my just debts pecuniary legacies and
funeral expenses shall be paid out of the residue of my personal estate and effects which
I bequeath to my eldest son Thomas William Goff and in case of any deficiency of such
personal estate I charge the same upon the several towns and lands hereinafter devised
to the use of my said eldest son Thomas William Goff.
I give and bequeath unto my beloved wife Ann Goff the sum of six hundred pounds to be
paid to her immediately after my decease in addition to her jointure and to any other
provision hereby made for her and I give and bequeath to the said Ann Goff all my plate
linen house furniture wines Carriages horses and cattle of every description and I also
give and bequeath unto the said Ann Goff for and during the [term) of her natural life
the use of my house in Eccles Street known as number fifty five and also my house at
Carriglea and the land thereto adjoining together with the use of my books and pictures
the said houses books and pictures to revert to my said son Thomas William Goff for
ever after the decease of my said wife.
And I will and devise that an annual sum of three hundred pounds shall be paid to the
said Ann Goff and her assigns during her life out of my said real and personal estate to
be expended upon the preservation and keeping in order of my said house in Eccles
Street and demesne of Carriglea. And in the case of the death of my said wife during the
minority of my son I will and direct that the said sum shall continue to be expended in
the same manner during his minority and I will and direct that all head rents payable in
respect of the said houses and lands at Eccles Street and Carriglea shall during the life of
my my said wife be also paid out of the residue of my real and personal estate.
I give devise and bequeath unto the Reverend Thomas Trocke Chaplain of the Chapel
Royal at Brighton in Sussex in England and my brother in law the Reverend William
Caulfield of Ballihar House in the County of Kerry their heirs executors and
administrators all my several estates [real) freehold leasehold or personal which I am or
shall be seized possessed of or entitled unto in trust nevertheless and to and for the uses
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interests and purposes hereinafter declared expressed of and concerning the same that
is to say to permit and suffer my said wife Anne Goff and her assigns to have use and
enjoy the aforesaid houses in Eccles Street and Carriglea with the offices gardens and
demesne lands thereunto belonging free of head rent she and her assigns receiving the
aforesaid annual sum of three hundred pounds
Page 2. to be expended in keeping the said houses land and premises at Eccles Street
and Carriglea in perfect repair. And I also permit her to use and enjoy my books and
pictures during her life
and as to the lands of CJonyburn otherwise called the Manor and Lordship of Clonnyburn
with its subdenominations containing the lands of Clonnbeirne Cloonmurry
Cloonmurraybane Cloon ...JCloonastelas Ballydaly Cloonreagh otherwise Ballaghwagh
Listolane Carrowclough Currawanunny Curranrinna Lisbane in Killoreagh Lisduff in
Killoreagh Glanawellah and the Redoubt Rathmore otherwise Glinlihaly Gortnadrigagh
Lisbrandage and Sheegeeragh Cloonigan otherwise Cloonlugall and other denominations
and the lands of Knockglass and Knocknacree Ballymacnabuoy otherwise Ballamackaboy
Portnadaragh otherwise Oakport and its subdenominations called Knocknacarrow Killyde
Kilmore and Knockacleggow Clooniquin and its subdenominations called Clunmurry
Burnett otherwise Barraghnogh and Tullintippin Carrowmore and Callybeg otherwise
Calla beg and Lecarrow Clonnaghane and Conwagh Kinnetty otherwise Kinnity with the
[tithes] Shroove otherwise Shrove otherwise Shoot and the Cartron of Kiltutoge and
Castle Ruby and Grallagh with their several denominations called Carrokeel Mullaghane
and Lisnady and the two Knockagownad and Lisnagrehan Durham otherwise Derrane
otherwise Durrane all said several lands situate lying and being in the County of
Roscommon and the lands of Ballinlabane otherwise [ ... irehill and the lands of Aghegad
otherwise Ballingaddy otherwise Rookwood with their several denominations called
Clooncaska alias Cloncaska Clonconeen alias Cloonconner Collesidane Carrowogla and
Ballaghadine and Lismurray situate in the County of Galway or by whatsoever names or
descriptions the aforesaid lands and premises have been or are usually called and known
and all my houses in Eccles Street and the house offices and demesne lands of Carriglea
situate in the County of Dublin all subject to the life use of the said Ann Goff as
heretofore mentioned to the use of my eldest son Thomas William Goff his heirs
executors administrators and assigns for ever he and they paying such head rents as any
parts of said lands may be liable to and I direct that until he shall attain his age of twenty
one years my said trustees and their heirs shall receive the rents issues and profits
thereof and in the mean time out of such rents issues and profits shall pay unto my said
wife Anne Goff during her life and after her decease to his guardian for the time being
the annual sum of three hundred pounds for the maintenance and education of the said
Thomas William Goff and shall cause the residue of such rents and profits to accumulate
to the benefit of my said son until he shall attain his age
and as to the lands of Kilmactrany with its several denominations called Carrickara
Clooneenhugh Clystuckera Derrynaneane Derrynaslieve and Knockmore situate in the
County of Sligo and the lands of Carrowbeg and Carrowmore situate in the County of
Longford and the lands of Ballinderry Milltown and Parknacurra Derrycunman
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Clancunagh Carrowbane Corry Carrowroe with the house offices and demesne lands
therein and thereto annexed and Ardsallaghmore acres in Ardsallagh Abbeytown
Ardsallaghmore and Ardsallaghbeg [ ...ortfield [] [ ...town [ ...nane or Churchpark
Blackamoores Park [ ... plot Connors plot Gortacally otherwise [ .. .field Wellfield Infirmary
holding and all the plots houses parks fields and premises in and about the town of
Roscommon whereof my late brother Robert Goff died seized or possessed and which I
have [derived] under his last will and testament said several last mentioned houses and
premises being situate in the County of Roscommon
and the lands of
Page 3. Ballinkill otherwise Ballinkilly situate in the county of Galway and the lands of
Tymoale Scatternagh and Balgeath situate in the County of Meath and the lands of
Knocktopher Deansrath Kilcallum Ricesland and Whitesland in Knocktopher and the
lands of Ballylowry situate in the County of Kilkenny and all other lands tenements
hereditaments and premises whereof my said brother Robert Goff died seised possessed
of or entitled unto and which I have [derived] under his said will and the lands of
Roxborough otherwise Boyannagh and its denominations called Tonlagee Mundrum
Carricklear situate in the County of Roscommon aforesaid and the lands of New Jerpoint
situate in the County of Kilkenny aforesaid or by whatever names or descriptions the
aforesaid several lands and premises have been or are usually called or known to the use
of my second son Robert Goff his heirs executors administrators or assigns for ever he
and they paying the head rents to which the said lands or any part thereof may be liable
and I direct that until he shall attain his age of twenty one years my said trustees and
their heirs shall receive the rents issues and profits thereof and in the mean time out of
such said issues and profits shall pay unto my said wife Anne Goff during her life and
after her decease unto his guardian for the time being an annual sum of two hundred
and fifty pounds for the maintenance and education of the said Robert Goff and shall
cause the residue of such rents and profits to accumulate to the benefit of my said son
until he shall attain his age
and as to the town and lands of Dowanstown and Berminghamstown Knockanagooly
with its subdenominations called Knockanagooly Clondiff Carra ugh Oldtown
Cardenstown otherwise Ballycelardoon and Knockabrow Sarsfieldstown and
Richardstown and Cloonee otherwise Clony otherwise Cloney and Sterling with its
subdenominations as now in my possession and Philpotstown all said lands situate in the
County of Meath or by whatever name or description the aforesaid several lands and
premises have been or are usually called or known to the use of my third son Charles
Talbot Goff his heirs executors administrators or assigns for ever he and they paying the
several head rents to which the said lands or any part thereof may be liable and I direct
that until he shall attain his age of twenty one years my said trustees and their heirs shall
receive the said issues and profits thereof and in the meantime out of such rents issues
and profits shall pay unto my said wife Ann Goff during her life and after her decease
unto his guardian for the time being an annual sum of two hundred pounds for the
maintenance and education of the said Charles Talbot Goff and shall cause the residue of
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such rents and profits to accumulate for the benefit of my said son until he shall attain
his age
and as to the lands of Knightswood otherwise Kingswood Rathlevanagh otherwise
Rathlouagh Kilnaboloughe otherwise Kilnabogh Martinstown Scurlockstown
Williamstown Hiskinstown and Murchanstown Tagh Sfarra Rathbennett Ranilly or
Raniskey otherwise Raniske Liskine otherwise Lirkine and Ballywade otherwise
Ballywadee Mornington Knockbodey otherwise Knockbody Down Gallysallagh
Calmanstown and Upper Castletown and Ardnegross all situate in the County of
Westmeath or by whatever names or descriptions the aforesaid several lands and
premises have been or are usually called or known to the use of my fourth son James
Caulfield Goff his heirs executors administrators and assigns for ever and I direct that
until he shall attain his age of twenty one years my said trustees and their heirs shall
receive the rents issues and profits thereof and in the mean time out of such rents issues
and profits shall pay unto my said
Page 4. wife Anne Goff during her life and after her decease unto his guardians for the
time being an annual sum of one hundred and fifty pounds for the maintenance and
education of said James Caulfield Goff and shall cause the residue of such rents and
profits to accumulate for the benefit of my said son until he shall attain his age
I give and bequeath unto my daughter Theodosia Goff the sum of fifteen thousand
pounds three per cent consols now standing in my name in the Books of the Bank of
England and in the event of any alterations by me of the funds during my lifetime I give
and bequeath to her a sum of fifteen thousand pounds payable out of the property real
and personal bequeathed by me to my son Thomas William Goff the same to be
transferred or paid to her on the day of her marriage or when she shall attain the age of
twenty one years and I direct that out of the interest or dividends thereof in the mean
time an annual sum of two hundred pounds shall be paid to my said wife Anne Goff if
she shall so long live and after her decease to the guardian for the time being of my said
daughter to be applied in and towards her maintenance support and education the
residue of the said interest and dividends to accumulate for the benefit of my said
daughter until she shall attain her age or be married
I further give and bequeath unto my said second son Robert Goff the sum of two
thousand pounds Bank Stock entered in my name on the Books in the Bank of Ireland
the same with the dividends arising thereon and the accumulations thereof to be paid to
him on his arriving at the age oftwenty one years
I also give and bequeath onto my said third son Charles Talbot Goff the sum of seven
thousand pounds three and a half per cent [reduced] stock now entered in my name on
the said books in the Bank of Ireland the same with the dividends thereon and the
accumulations thereof to be paid to him on his arriving at the age of twenty on years
I also give and bequeath unto my fourth son James Caulfield Goff the sum of seven
thousand pounds old three and an half per cent Stock now standing in my name on the
said books in the Bank of Ireland the same with the dividends thereon and the
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accumulations thereof the same to be paid to him when he shall arrive at the age of
twenty one years
I give and bequeath unto my fifth son John Crosbie Goff the sum of ten thousand pounds
bank Stock now standing in my name on the books in the Bank of Ireland with the
dividends thereon or accumulations thereof the same to be transferred or paid to him
when he shall arrive at the age of twenty one years and I direct that out of the interest
or dividends thereof in the mean time an annual sum of one hundred and fifty pounds
shall be paid to my beloved wife Anne Goff if she shall be living and after he decease to
the Guardian for the time being of my said son John Crosbie Goff for his maintenance
support and education the residue of said interest dividends to accumulate for the
benefit of my said son until he shall attain the age of twenty one years
I give and bequeath unto my former servant Humphrey Tate an annuity of thirty pounds
to be paid to him during the term of his natural life and I also give and bequeath unto
the said Humphrey Tate the sum of thirty pounds sterling
I give and bequeath unto Mary Anne Moore now living with her son in law Thomas
Cavanagh of Sackville Street an annuity of sixty pounds a year to be paid to her during
the term of her natural life and I also give and bequeath unto the said Mary Anne Moore
the sum of sixty pounds sterling
I leave and bequeath unto Robert Moore the son of said Mary Anne Moore the sum of
six hundred pounds old three and an half per cent stock
I also leave and bequeath to Anne Moore otherwise Cavanagh the two hundred pounds
three and an half per cent (reduced] stock
I also give and bequeath unto Arthur Thompson
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Page 5. The eldest son of the late William Thompson of Roscommon the sum of five
hundred pounds
and it is my wish that said several annuities shall be payable out of and chargeable
exclusively upon the several lands so devised to the use of my eldest son Thomas
William Goff and that the said pecuniary bequests not specifically bequeathed shall be
paid out of the residue of my personal estate and effects if sufficient for that purpose
otherwise out of said last mentioned lands
I give and bequeath unto such of my servants male and female who may be living with
me at the time of my decease one full years wages over and above whatever wages may
be due to them at such period
I will and direct that my said several children shall immediately after my decease be
made wards of the Court of Chancery and that the management of my said several
estates shall be entrusted to my said trustees under the direction of the said court for
the benefit of my said children and that it shall and may be lawful for the said Thomas
Trocke and William Caulfield and the survivors of them and the executors and
administrators of such survivors to pay lay out and expend such proper sum or sums of
money as shall be considered necessary in receiving the rents of my estates or otherwise
in discharging the trusts so reposed in them and out of the premises to deduct and
reimburse themselves in all such losses costs and as charges they shall be put unto or
sustain by reason of the said trusts or the management thereof or in anything relating
thereto and as to all the rest residue and remainder of such real estate freehold and
leasehold interests and all such personal estates assets and effects as I shall or may be
seized possessed of or in any manner entitled unto at the time of my decease reversion
remainder or expectancy l give devise and bequeath the same and every part thereof
unto the use of my eldest son Thomas William Goff his heirs executors administrators or
assigns for ever
And l direct that the rents issues and profits and dividends and interest thereof shall be
accumulated for his benefit until he shall attain his age of twenty one years
And l hereby nominate constitute and appoint the said Reverend Thomas Trocke and the
Reverend William Caulfield trustees as aforesaid and executors to this my last will and
testament
And I nominate and appoint my said wife Anne Goff and the said Reverend William
Caulfield to be Guardians to the persons of my said children during the time of their
respective minorities and to have the care and direction of their education
And I will and direct that Mr Peter McKeogh my present land and law agent shall be
maintained in the employment of Agent and Receiver over the costs of all my estates
respectively and shall receive the same salary or fees thereon as at present until my said
sons respectively shall become entitled to the same provided that the said Peter
McKeogh shall duly account in each year with my said trustees or in the Court of
Chancery for the rents receivable by him and in like manner I will and direct that the said
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Peter McKeogh shall be exclusively employed as the law Agent or solicitor for carrying
the all the trusts of this my will into execution
In witness whereof I have to this my will and to a duplicate thereof both the same cause
and effect subscribed my name and affixed my seal this fifth day of July in the year of our
lord one thousand eight hundred and forty one Thos Goff[] signed sealed published and
declared by the said testator the Reverend Thomas Goff as and for his last will and
testament in the presence of us who have at his request in his presence and in the
presence of each other subscribed our names as witnesses hereto Henry Kavanagh ..
Willm Clarke ..

SS

6.

This is a codicil to the last will and testament of me the Reverend Thomas Goff of

Eccles Street in the County of Dublin Clerk and now residing at Carriglea near Kingstown
in the said County of Dublin bearing date the fifth day of July one thousand eight
hundred and forty one and which codicil I desire may be considered as annexed to and
be taken as part of my said will whereas since the making and execution of said will
another son has been born to me being now my sixth son and being named William Goff
and it is my wish to make a provision for him now
I do hereby give and bequeath unto the said William Goff the sum of five thousand
pounds sterling to be paid to him the day he shall attain the age of twenty one years out
of the residue of my estate real or personal bequeathed under said will to my eldest son
Thomas William Goff and I direct that the said son of five thousand pounds shall be
invested in Government securities or in [solvent] private securities and that out of the
interest or dividends thereof in the mean time an annual sum of one hundred and
twenty pounds shall be paid to my beloved wife Anne Goff if she shall so long live and
after her decease to the guardian for the time being of my said son William Goff to be
applied in and towards his maintenance support and education the residue of said
interest or dividends to accumulate for the benefit of my said son until he shall attain
the age of twenty one years and I confirm my said will in all other aspects in witness
thereof I have hereunder subscribed my name and affixed my seal this twenty fourth day
5

of November in the year one thousand eight hundred and forty two Tho Goff [seal]
signed sealed published and declared by the said testator as and for a codicil to his last
will and testament in the presence of us who have at his request in his presence and in
the presence of each other subscribed our names as witnesses Peter McKeogh .. wm
Clarke ..
Prerogative
In the [) of the Rev Thos Goff clerk deceased.
Peter McKeogh of number 5 Belvedere Place in the city of Dublin maketh oath and saith
that the last will and testament hereunto annexed of the Reverend Thomas Goff late of
Eccles Street in the County of Dublin and Carriglea near Kingstown in the County of
Dublin clerk deceased was prepared in this deponents office and deponent saith that the
words 'the residue of interlined between the sixty third and sixty fourth lines of the said
will were so interlined previous to the execution thereof by the said deceased,, Peter
McKeogh,, sworn this 5th day of November 1844 before us ,,R. Keatinge,,

The last will and testament and codicil of the Reverend Thomas Goff late of Eccles Street
in the Co[unt]y of Dublin and of Carriglea near Kingstown in the County of Dublin clerk
deceased having and so forth were proved in common form of law and probate thereof
granted by the most Revd [] {John] [George) and so forth unto the Reverend Thomas
Trocke clerk Chaplain of the Chapel Royal at Brighton in Sussex England and Reverend
William Caulfield of Ballyhar House Killarney clerk the executors of said will they being
first sworn personally and so forth dated the ninth day of November 1844 ,,John & B.
Hawkins Registrars,,
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Proved I] [] with a codicil the 27th of December 1844 before the judge by the oaths of the
Reverend Thomas Trocke clerk and the Reverend William Caulfield clerk the executor
named in the will to whom adm[ministrat]ion was granted having been first sworn by
commission duly to ,,administer,,
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Appendix 3

31 January 1829, Cheltenham

I had a letter from My Brother, from Carrowroe. Since he
joined the Brunswickers, he has been annoyed by the cold
looks & sulky demeanour of the opposite party._ he inc/osed
me a Letter which he lately received with the Signature
"Admonicus" but by the hand writing & stile, it has been
written by our Friend, Pat Cusack. It is a curious composition,
& calls upon Robert, to forsake 'the Bigots, Place Hunters, &
"blood thirsty" Men, for such the writer charges the
Brunswickers to be_ in short if he loves his Peace, & Security
of Life & Property, he must turn Apostate, like Brownlow. The language & sentiments of this elaborate production,
reminds me of the well remembered expressions of the
Popish Party of the year 1798._ all clothed in the Tone of
liberality & toleration, of kindness & brotherly love while
cutting down the young Trees, & sharpening the Pike heads
for their tops, to be used in the destruction of the
Protestants. are we again to see a repetition of the bloody
times of that year; or- will the vigorous foresight of the Duke
Wellington, anticipate the Explosion, & put down
insurrection, before it can imbrue its hands in Murder, &
1

Destruction .

1

Goff diaries I.A.D.T., 31 January 1829.
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